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To: Members of t he CIJE Seminar 
From : Barbara Schneider 
Re: Data Questions 
August 23, 1996 

One responsibility for wh i ch I volunteered at our meeting was to 
prepare a memo regarding U.S. data sets and their applicability to 
some of the issues being examined by CIJE. Additionally, I have 
been thinking about the type of information that might be collected 
through supplements to already existing U. s. data bases, i ssues 
that might be explored with current U.S. data bases which could 
focus on Jewish schools, and surveys that could be initiated in the 
future. 

My interest in l arge dat a setB is t hr eefold: 

l) Large national data sets have generali2abil ity and thus, 
findings can be applied to the nation as a whole. The sampling 
frames for current U.S . data sets include Jewish schools and Jewish 
students. The fact that the sampling frames are representative of 
the country, makes it possible, for example, to compare among 
students of different religious groups who attend private or 
secular schools (including Jewish students in both day schools and 
regular secular comprehensive high schools) the strength of their 
religious identities, as evidenced by items which ask about their 
sense of religious identity, and how frequently they participate in 
reli gious activi ties. It may be that religiosity, for example, is 
more dependent on family social dynamics than diversity of school 
or community. This type of question c ould be analyzed with these 
data sets. 

During our seminar I realized that American scholars as well as 
Israeli scholars, who use these data sets, have paid relatively 
limited attention to the Jewish sample. It seems to me, that one 
way to explore some of the questions posed at the meeting, and some 
others not yet thought about might be through these data sets. 

2 ) While these data sets can yield very robust findings pertaining 
to the students and the type of school they attend, the sample 
sizes are too small to do some of the type of analyses, such as 
comparing the self identity of students or the degree of their 
parents ' involvement in school activities either within o r between 
Jewish schools . Knowi ng that the National Center for Education 
Statistics (NCES), which designs and conducts most of these surveys 
allows for supplements-~! began to think about d~ta sets that could 
be augmented with a Jewish sample . The only drawback, which is a 
major drawback, is that supplements or augmentations are paid for 
by the interested party. For example, in the National Educations 
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88}, a special Lutheran sample o f 
schools and students was paid for by an individual, and the state 
of New York paid to have more schools and students in the sample so 
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they could conduct in state school and student comparisons. 

3) I believed increasingly through the meeting , and perhaps wrongly 
so, that many of the assumpt ions being made about the ,Jewish 
community in the United States, particularly about the families , 
t he chi ldren, and the type o f schools they a t tend, and ext.ra 
curricular activit ies they participate i n, were bei ng constructed 
on weak nonrepresentative samples of informatio n or in some 
instunces merely conjecture. During the meeting I became more 
convinced that if one were really interested in understanding the 
v ariation in rel igiosity and commitment to Judaism and more 
importantly, how and why it is sustained in U.S society, one would 
need a national longitudinctl sample o f Jewish f amilies strati f i ed 
by rel igious group--Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, and others; 
region of the country, and urbanicity . If one wanted to e xamine 
d i fferences perta i ning to type of religious educatio n one could 
begin by stratifying the sample by type of s ,chool- -Jewish day 
school s, Yeshivas, supplemental programs ( this could be 
complicat ed) proportional to attendance among the affiliated and 
non affiliat ed Jewish population again str-atif ied by rel i gious 
group, region, and urbanicity. By examining current. U.S . data sets, 
i t seems to me one coul d see the potential for a new national 
Jewi~h sw:·vey of families, their children, and schools. 

National Data Bases 
A brief non-exhaustive list of data set with part icular relevance 
t o CIJE's agenda . 

Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) , col lected by NCES, this survey 
is designed to provide n ational and state representative data 
describing teacher supply and demand, including teacher background 
a nd qualifications, sources of supply of teachers, teacher 
turnover, and other factors that might explain various facets of 
issue s concerning teacher supply and demand . SASS is a system of 
surv eys containing individual components on public and private 
schools, school districts, administrators, and teachers. SASS was 
conducted in the 1987-88, 1990- 91. and 1993-94 school years. In 
1993-94, library media center, library media specialist/librarian, 
and student records components were added. The student records 
c o mponent collects administrative data from a SASS subsample of 
pub lic , private i ncludi ng Jewish schools, and Indian school. In 
addition, one year a f ter each SASS, follow-up surveys of a 
subsample of teachers, the Teacher Follow- up Survey are conducted 
to obtain informatio n on attrition rates and associated factors . As 
we d i scussed Adam and Ellen's work could be compared to this 
national data set. !.-'urthermore, I suspect as Susan mentioned that. 
comparisons cou ld be made between Jewish schoo ls and other· privat e 
and publi c schools regarding teacher salary, attrition, 
satisfact ion, and other construct e d measures. 

Private Schoo l Survey (PSS) project is designed to bu ild a uni verse 
of private schools that. is of sufficient. a ccuracy and completeness 
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to serve as a sampling frame f or NCES sampl e surveys of pri vate 
schoo ls and to p r ovide repo r t s o f t he t o tal number o f pr,ivat e 
scho o l s, teachers, and students. The o b j ect~ve is to provide data 
for private school s to t he l eve l o f t hat maintained for public 
schools in the Common Core of Data (an ongoing universe data base 
on elementary and secondar y public education .in the U. s. ) . I am not 
familiar with this data set. But , given NCES standar ds, it is 
likely to be available to the public, probably o n a CD r om. This 
may be a good source to verify informati.on obtained by JESNA ( they 
may already do thi s -- I don• t know) . The number of day schools, 
calculated by JESNA, sho uld be somewhere within a five percent 
error of popul ation estimates made by the PPS dat a set. I doubt 
that the survey includes any information on supplemental school s 
whether they are J ewish, Japanese, Korean, 0 2.· any other 
denomination. 

National EduGation Longitudinal Survey (NELS:88) , is desi gned t o 
provide trend data about criti cal transitions experienced by young 
people as they devel op, a ttend school, and embar k o n their careers. 
These sample surveys focus on s tudents who wer e i n eighth grade in 
1988 and their s chools, teachers, and parents. This c ohort of 
students was f ollowed up at two year inter vals in 1 990 , when t he 
students wore sophomore s, in 1992, when t he students were seniors, 
and in 1994 two year s after high school completion. Thi s 
l ongitudinal s ample was designed to . provide nationally 
representative data on such iss ues as high school completion , 
trans i tion to secondary school, a nd features of school 
effectiveness. Transcripts were collected at the end o f the senior 
year. The number of Jewish s t udents i n this sample is about 350 out 
of 20,000 . It is possible to conduct analyses o f J ewish students , 
and an article was published in the Sociol ogy of Education, two 
years ago by an Isr a e li scholar that compared the a c hievement of 
Jewish students with other students. My guess i s that. the NELS:88 
Jewish sample holds many interef.3ting opport unities for further 
study. The ear l ier version of NELS: 88, was a l s o a national 
longitudinal study of high school sophomor es called High School and 
Beyond (HS&B} cond ucted in the 1980s. The J ewish s a mple in this 
study is slightly larger, but so ls t h e base sample , so the 
proportion of the sample is approximately t.he same. One c oul.d 
compare trertd data of J ewish student s between HS&B a nd NELS:88. 

Two newer studies are c urrently underway. The National Household 
Education Survey (NHES) is the first major attempt by NCES to 
collect e ducation data from a household survey rather than from a 
school survey. NHES is designed as a mech anism for collecting 
detailed information on educational issues from a r e l ati vely large 
and targeted sample of households i n a timely fashi on. The NHES is 
expected to provide data o n a wide range of current education 
issues such as earl y c h i ldhood educ ation, adult and con t i nuing 
educ a t i on, school aged chil dren •s participa tio n i n, before- and 
after- school programs, access and plans to finance postsecondary 
education, family support f o r and pare ntal involvement in 
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educ ation, school safety and di~c ipline, citizenship, grade 
ret ention, extra school learning, a nd home - based education. I have 
not seen the questionnaires but my unders t anding is that ~here is 
a rel igious item. 

Another household s t udy which does identify r e spondents by 
r eligi os i ty is t he General SoQi al survey (GSS). Several different 
studies have been arranged by the Amer i can Jewish Committee t o be 
conducted on the GSS. This is primarily an a t titude survey which 
asks respondents how much they trust in their government, schools, 
and so on . 

Finally the newest s e udy c o nduc ted by NC89 is t he Early Childhood 
Longitudinal Study X~ndergarten Class of 1998-99 (ECLS) . ECLES is 
expected to incl ude a nationally repr esentative sample of 
approximatel y 23, 000 children enrolled i n about 1,00 0 kindergarten 
programs during t he 1998 - 99 school year . Ch ilch.-e n will be selected 
from both public and privat e kindergartens , off ering f u l l- day and 
part-day programs . My unders t anding is that the sample will inc lude 
Jewish schools. Given CIJE interest in e a r l y childhood education, 
I thought it migh t: be wo1:·thwh ile to discuss wi th NCES t he 
possibili ty of e n hancing the J ewish sampl e by including a Jewish 
school supplement. I have checke d with the government official 
responsible for t his s t udy, Jerry West, a nd he has given approval, 
To engage in a supp leme nt, CI J E would have to con tact NORC, the 
contracting agency respons ibl e for the conduct o f this study, and 
dec ide on how many schoo ls they desire. Size of sample and 
discussion of additional survey ite ms a.r e issu es whic h would have 
to worked out with NORC and NCES. Funding for s upplemental work 
must be secured prior to the onset of data collection . The deci sion 
to embark on this endeavor would hav e to be con s idered relatively 
soon as work o n t he pilot study is scheduled f o r this coming 
academic year. 

I hope all of t his helpful . My s ense is that I know too little 
about what JESNA does to provide a reasonabl e set of quest i ons 
about what they could do with current data sets o r how t o organi ze 
new data collection effor ts. 
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To: Members of the CIJE Seminar 
From: Barbara Schneider 
Re: Data Questions 
August 23, 1996 

One respon s~bil ity f or which I volunteered at our meeting was to 
prepare a memo regarding U.S. data sets and their appl icability to 
some o f t he issues bei ng exami ned by CIJE . Additionall y , I have 
been thinki ng about the type o f informati on that mi ght be collected 
thr ough supplements t o already exi sting U.S . data bases , iss ues 
t~at might be explored with current U. S. data bases which could 
f ocus on Jewish s chools , and surveys that could be init.iated in :he 
fut.ure. 

My interest in large data set• is threefold: 

1) Large national data s e t s have generalizability and thus, 
findings can be applied t o t he nati on a s a whole. The sampling 
frames for cur r ent U. S. dat a sets i nclude J e wish schools and Jewish 
s tudents . The fact t ha t t he sampling frames are representat i ve of 
the count ry, makes i t p ossibl e , f or example, t o compare among 
students of d i fferent religious groups who a t tend pri vate or 
secular schools (in~luding J ewish studencs i n both day schools and 
regular secular compr ehensive high s chools ) the str ength of their 
religious identiti es , a s evidenced by i tems which ask about t heir 
s ense o f r e l i g i ous i dentity, and how frequently t hey participate i n 

I 
rel i gious activ i ties. ll may be that r eligiosit~, for example, i s 

I more dependent on fami l y social dynamics t han aiversi ty of school 
or communit y. This type of question cou ld be a nalyzed with these 
data sets . 

During our s eminar I r ealized that American scholars as well as 
\.c..~ Israeli scholars , who use these dat a sets , have paid relatively 

;I' '\ ,I' limited attention to t he Jewi sh s ample . I t seems t o me , that one 
,v" J- way t o explore s ome o f the questions posed a t the meeting, and some 

;_.7others not yet t hought about might b e t hrough these data sets. 

('I':~ 2) Whil e the~e data sets can y i e l d very r obust findings pertaining 
v-P' to t h e s t udents and the type of school they attend , t he sample 

sizes are too small to do some of the type of analyses, such as 
comparing the self identi cy of s tudem:s or t he degree of t heir 
parents ' involv ement in schoo l activi ties either within or between 
Jewish s chools. Knowi ng t hat the Nati ona l Center for E!ducation 
Statis t i cs (NCES) , whi ch des igns and c onduc1:s most o f these surveys 
allows for supplement s-- I ~besan to think about daca sets th~t c2uld 
be augmented with a ~ewish samPle . Tne only drawback , which is a 

mo ·d 

maj or drawback, i s t hat su o ements or au ent ations are paid : or 
b,..Y the interested party. For example, i n the a i c i ons 
Longi tudina l Study of 1968 (~ LS : 88 ) , a S_Pe':i":l Luthera:i s ample o f 
s chool s and students was p aid for by an individual , ana t he stace 
of New York pai d t o have more schools and s t udents i n the sampl e so 
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they could conduct in s t ate school and student comparisons. 

3) I believed increasingly through the meeting, and perhaps wrongly 
so, that many of the assumptions being made about the .Jewish 
community in the Unit ed States, particularly about the familieg, 
the children, and the type of s chools they attend, and extra 
curricular activities they participate in, were being constructed 
on weak nonrepresentative samples of i nformati on or in some 
instances merely conjecture. During the meet i ng I became more 
convinced that if one were really interested in unders tanding the 
variation in r e ligi osity and commitment t o Judaism and more 
importantly, how and why it is sustained in u.s soc~et y, one would 
need a national longitudinal sample of Jewish fami l ies stratified 
by religious group--Orthodox, Conservative , Reform, and others; 
region of the country, and urbani city. If one wanted to examine 
differences pertaining to t ype of r eligious education one could 
begin by stratifyi ng the sampl e by type of school- - Jewish day 
schools , Yeshivas , s upplemen t a l p rograms (this could be 
complicated) proportional t o attendance among t he affiliated and 
non affi l iated J ewi s h population again strat i fied by rel.igious 
group, regi on , and urbanieit y . By exami ning current U. S. data sets. 
i~ seems to me one could see the potential f or a new national 
Jewish survey of families , t he i r children, and s chool s. 

National Data Bao•• 
A brief non- exhaustive lis t of dat a set with particular relevance 
to CIJE's agenda. 

Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS ), collected by NCES , this survey 
is designed t o provide national and sta te representative data 
describing teacher supply and demand, including t eacher background 
and qualificat i ons, sou::-ce s of suppJy of t eachers, teacher 
turnover, and other f a ctors tha t might expl ain various facets of 
issues concerni ng t eacher supp l y and demand. SASS is a system of 
surveys containing i ndividual compo:ients on public and private 
schools, school di s tricts , admini scrators , a nd t eachers . SASS was 
conducted in t he 1987-88 , 1 990-91. and 1993-94 sc hool years. In 
1993 - 94, library media center , library media special i st/ l i brarian, 
and student records componen ts were added. The student records 
component collects administr ative data from a SASS subsample of 
publi c, private i ncluding J e wi sh schools, and Indian school. In 
addition, one year after each SASS, follow-up surveys of a 
subsample of teachers, the Teacher Follow-up Survey are conducted 
to obtain information on attrition rates and associated factors. As 
we discussed P.-.dam and El len's work could be compared to this 
national data set . Furthermore, I suspect as Susan mentioned that 
comparisons could be made between Jewish 5chools and other private 
and public schools regarding t each.er salary, attrition, 
satisfact:ion, and other constructed measures. 

Jt. P:z;:ivate School Survey (PSS) project is designed to build a universe 
<tJ ofprivate scliools that is of suffi cient accuracy and completeness 
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to serve as a sampling frame f or NCES sample surveys of private 
schools a n d to provide r eports of the total number of pri v-ate 
schools, teachers, and students . The obj ective is to provide data 
for private s chool s t o the leve.l of that maintained for public 
schools in t h e Common Core of Data (an ongoing universe data base 
on elsmentary and secondary publ ic educat ion i n the U.S. ) . I a m not 
f amiliar wi th thi s data set. Bu t, g iven NCES standards , it i s 
l i kely to b e available to ~he public, probably on a CD ram, This 
may be a good source to verify i nformation obtain ed by JESNA {they 
may already do this--I don' t know). The number of day schools, 
cal culat.ed by J ESNA, should be somewhere within a five percent 
error of population estimates made by the FPS data set. I doubt 
that the survey i ncludes any informat ion on supplemental schools 
whether they are Jewish, Japanese, Korean , or any other 
denomir.a tion. 

National Educati on Longitudinal Survey (NELS : 88), is designed to 
provide trend data about critical transitions experienced by young 
people as they develop, attend school, and embark on their careers. 
These sample surveys focus on students who were in eighth grad~ 1n 
l9B8 and their schools, teachers, and parents. Thi s cohort of 
s tude nts was followed up at two y ear intervals in 199 0, when the 
students wer e sophomores , in 1992, when the students were seniors, 
and in 1 994 two years af t er high school completion. This 
l ongitudinal sample was designed to provide nationally 
representative data on such issues as high school completion, 
transition t o secondary school, and feat ures of school 
effec tiveness. Transcript s were collected at the e nd of the sen ior 
year.~he number of Jewish students in this sample is about 350 out 
of 20, oo. It is possible to conduct analyses of Jewish students, 
and an article wa~ published in t he ~ociology of Education, t wo 
year s ago by an Israeli scholar that compared t he achievement of 
Jewish students with other students. My guess is that the NELS:88 
Jewish sample hol ds many interesting oppor tunities f or further 
study_ The earlier version of NELS:88, was also a national 
longitudinal study of high school sophomores c alled High Sohool and 
Beyond (HS&B) conducted in the 1980s . The Jewish sample i n this 
study is slightly larger, but so i ,s the bas@ sample , so the 
proporti on of the sample is approximately the same. One could 
compare tr~nd data of Jewish students between HS&B and NE'LS :B~ 

Two newer studies ,are currently underway . The Nationa1 Houaeb.old 
Education Survey (NBES) is the f irst major attempt by NCES to 
collect education dat a from a household survey rather than from a 
school survey . NHES is designed as a mechanism for collecting 
detail ed information on educational issues from a rel?tively large 
and targeted sample of households in a timely fashion . The NHES is 
expe~ted to provide data on a wide range of current education 
issues su ch as earl y childhood educa tion , adult and continuing 
education, school aged children's parti cipation in, before- and 
after-school programs, access and plans t o finance postsecondary 
education, fami ly suppor t for and parent al involvement in 
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education , s chool safet y and discipline , c itizen ship, grade 
r etention , extra s chool l earni ng, and home -based education . r have 
not s een the questionn aires but my understanding i s that there i s 
a reli gious i t em. 

Another household s t udy which does i denti fy respondents by 
r eli giosity is the General Social Survey (GSS). Several d i ffer ent 
s tudi es have been arranged by t he American Jewi sh Committee t o be 
conduc ted on the GSS . This i s primarily an at~itude s urvey whi ch 
asks respondents how much t hey trust i n t heir gover nment , schools , 
and so on. 

Final ly the newest s t udy conduct ed by NCES is t he Early Childhood 
Longitudinal Study ltindergarten Clase of 1998-9.9 (XCLS) . ECLES i s 
expected to i ncl ude a nationally r epresentati ve sample of 
approximately 23 ,000 children enroll ed in abou t 1 , 000 kindergarte.n 
programs during t he 1998 - 99 s chool year , Chi l dren wi ll be selected 
from both public and pr ivate kindergartens, off ering f ul l - day and 
part-day programs. My under standing i s tha t t he s ample will include 
Jewi sh school s . Gi ven ClJE i nter est in early childhood educati on, 
l t hought it mi ght be worthwhile to discuss wi th NCES t he 
pos sibili ty of enhanci ng the Jewis h sample by i ncludi ng a J ewish 
s chool s upplement . I have checke d wi t h the government offic ial 
responsible for this study , J e r ry Wes t , and he has given approval. 
To engage in a supplement , CIJE would have t o contact NORC, t he 
cont racting agency responsi ble f or t he conduc t of thi s study, and 
deci de on how many s chool $ they de s i r e . Si::ze o f sample and 
d i scussion o f addi t i onal s urvey items ar e i ssue s which woul d have 
t o worked out with NORC and NCES . Fundi ng f or suppl eme ntal wor k 
must be secured pri or t o t he onset of da ta col lect i on . The decision 
to emba r k on t his endeavor would h ave to be c onsidered relatively 
soon a.s work on the pi l ot study i s s c heduled for t his coming 
academic year. 

I hope all of t his helpful . My s ense i ~ that I know too litt le 
about what JESNA does t o provide a r easonable set of. quest ion s 
about what they could do wi t h curr ent data sets o r how t o organize 
new data col l ection e ffort s . 
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December 20, 1996 

Mr. Alan Hoffman 
Council for Initiatives 

in Jewish Education 
15 East 26th Street 
New York. NY 10010-1579 

Dear Alan: 

N v G-t.. "7e.. 
Q_,,1/-

~ 

By now you should have received the Call for Papers for this summer's Conference 
on Resea rch in Jewish Education. As a result of our conversation last May ( and the 
events leading up to that conversation), tbe Network has made a number of changes 
that I want to be sure you are aware of. These changes should encourage your CIJE 
colleagues to participate this year in greater numbers. 

The most notable change is the introduction of a symposium format. Under this 
rubric, CIJE could organize a series of papers around a single theme and submit 
brief descriptions of all the presentations. The review process of symposium 
proposals is designed to encourage sessions like trus wruch examine a theme from 
multiple perspectives. At tbe conference, the presentations would be followed by 
a commentary by a respondent designated by the program committee, and plenty of 
time for audience reaction and discussion. 

I hope you will encourage your colleagues to pursue this opportunity, even though 
I understand some of them will not be able to attend the Research Conference due 
to a scheduling conflict. 

I look forward to continued coope ration between the Network and the CIJE. 

Michael Zeldin, Ne twork Chair 

MZ/fa 

Entering Our Second Decade 
Boston, June 1-3, 1997 
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I Adam Gamoran , 05:00 PM 1 / 9/97 summary of meeting on research 

X-Sender : gamoran@ssc . wisc . edu 
Date : Thu, 09 Jan 1997 17 : 00 : 00 -0600 
To : 104440 . 2474@Compuserve.COM, Alan <73321.1220@Compuserve . COM>, 

73321.1217@CompuServe.COM 
From: Adam Gamoran <garnoran@ssc . wisc . edu> 
Subj ect : summary of meeting on research and evaluation, 1/7/97 
Cc : GOLDRIEB@ctrvax .Vanderbilt . Edu, Bill Robinson <74104 . 3335@CompuServe . COM>, 

gamoran 

MEETING SUMMARY 
Date of meeting : January 7, 1997 
Attending: Karen Barth, Gail Dorph, Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring, Alan Hoffmann 
Topic of meeting : CIJE Research and Evaluation 

I. TEI EVALUATION 

A . AG reviewed the TEI evaluation p lan, tracing its development from a list 
of hypotheses, to a survey design focusing on community outcomes, to the 
addition of case studies . 

B. We discussed a number of questions about the plan, and about the 
potential impact of t he evaluation. KB noted that the TEI evaluation will 
not answer questions that are of most interest to funders, i . e. Did TEI 
transform parent satisfaction and student learning in Jewish schools? We 
noted that TEI was not designed to achieve this outcome, and demonstrating 
such a change was far beyond the scope of both TEI and our current wor k . We 
discussed the possibility of limiting our data collection to the surveys a n d 
interviews . 

C. ADH no ted o t her effects of TEI which may not show up in our evaluation . 
TEI has changed the broader landscape for professional development in 
congregational schools . AG noted that the case studies should provide 
examples of this change. Also, ADH commented that TEI is creating a 
language for CIJE to talk about teaching and learning. In this view, 
developing the teacher educator as a professional cadre is the way to have 
a n i mpact o n t eac hing and learning. These changes would be revealed by an 
e valuation of CIJE , which is not currently being undertaken . 

D. I n conclusion, we decided on the following: 

1 . We will continue to review the TEI evaluation plan and reflect on its 
implementation. We will think about possibilities for streamlining, such as 
cutting out the observations . 

2 . We will set up a consultation for KB and other interested CIJE staff on 
the topic of studying cause/effect relations in social science research . 

II . Evaluation of other CIJE programs/initiatives 

EG explained that most other CIJE programs were not worth evaluating beyond 
the immediate feedback provided b y par ticipants, because the programs have 
limited duration and impact . For example, the Harvard leaders ' meetings are 
evaluated by having participants fi l l out evaluation forms . This is 
appropriate, but more would not be worth the effort . 

The only other program where more e xtensive evaluation might make sense is 
the lay leader p ilot project in Milwaukee . The project would need a c l earer 
articulation of its goals if an evaluation component were added . 
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Adam Gamoran , 05 : 00 PM 1 / 9 / 97 - , summary of meeting on research 

We decided not to add any evaluation projects until after the strategic plan 
is completed, due to limits on our capacity. 

[We also learned that the Melton Adult Mini-School has been talking with GZD 
about evaluating their new professional development program. GZD has 
encouraged Susan Stodolsky to participate . ] 

III . Evaluation Institute 

The Evaluation Institute is important for developing evaluation capacity, 
but we should defer it for the present, due to vagueness in its 
implementation plan, and uncertainty about how it fits into CIJE's strategic 
mission. We discussed the possibility of establishing a network of social 
scientists interested in evaluation of Jewish education as a stopgap 
measure, but decided this would not work. In the end, we decided that 1997 
would be a planning year for thi.s project. 

[It appears that part of the funds we requested from the Blausein Foundation 
will be forthcoming. This money, if received, will be used for planning 
during 1997 to prepare for implementation of the Evaluation Institute in 
1998. This is a change to our work plan for which we would need approval 
from the Foundation. ] 

IV. Leading Indicators 

A. As a starting point, we considered the Horowitz/Barth memo on this topic . 
AG and EG noted that there are two tasks to be done: Identifying the 
important outcomes, and figuring out how to measure the outcomes once 
thay've been identified. We discussed using the strategic plan as a source 
of ideas about what outcomes matter. We discussed how we might get external 
comments on selecting and measuring these outcomes . A consultation might 
take place in Israel to obtain input from Mike Inbar, Steven M. Cohen, 
Annette Hochstein, and Seymour Fox . 

B. Tentatively, we planned on the following: 

1 . We will compare the outcomes in the strategic plan with those that 
emerged from research by Bethamie Horowitz. KB will send Bethamie 's 
research to AG and EG. 

2 . We will engage a small group of broad-thinking methodologists in two 
tasks: 

a. How can these outcomes be framed as indicators? 
b. How can these outcomes be prioritized for measurement? 

3 . We will consult with (a) Jewish educators and (bl lay leaders on the 
results from (2) . 

4. We will meet with a larger group of methodologists for an outside 
critique of our plan. 

5 . We will consult with an expert on each indicator to help us 
operationalize the indicators . 

c . AG and EG will prepare a schedule to implement this plan . 

D. KB will add Mike Inbar to her list of people to see in Israel . 

E. We need to think about how to integrate this process with Barbara 
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Schne ider ' s memo. 

F. KB will i nform AG a nd EG wh i ch t h e s t aff person from CI J E will wo r k wi t h 
t hem on thi s pro j ect. 

G. Leading Indicators wi l l be added to t he agenda of the Professors meeting 
in Mi ami. 

V . Cl eveland 

Wh e n Mar~ Gurvis called Gail about Cleveland's pol i cy bri ef, he t hought h e 
had a question about mobi l izati on . However, t h e answer turned out to be 
about research . Gail wi l l t e ll Mark t o send copi es of the report( s ) to AG 
and EG, and to contact AG wi th further ques t ions. 

ADH noted that we should respond t o specific i ssues, not become general 
consul tants for Clevel and. 

VI. Research Network 

ADH received a letter from Michael Zeldi n indicat i ng that the new symposium 
format was a response to conversations with CIJE last year . AG wi l l e - mai l 
CIJE staff wi t h suggestion opti ons for respondi ng to this call . Not e: 
Papers/proposals are due March 15 . 
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Adam Gamoran, 04:56 PM 1 /9/97 - next message 

X-Sender: garnoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Date : Thu, 09 Jan 1997 16:56:07 -0600 
To: 104440.2474@Compuserve . COM, Alan <73321.1220@Compuserve . COM>, 

73321 . 1217@CompuServe . COM, GOLDRIEB@ctrvax . Vanderbilt.Edu 
From: Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject: next message 
Cc : garnoran 

The next message contains my summary of our meeting on Tuesday. I have left 
out a couple of confidential items: 

1. Because I want to share the summary with Bill, I have left out the part 
about seeing whether his interviews are of sufficient quality to allow him 
to continue doing the TEI interviews. 

2 . It occurs to me that for the Blaustein Foundation, we should represent 
our work on Leading Indicators as part of the work on Developing Research 
Capacity discussed in the proposal . It fits well under that category. It 
will allow us to justify the work on Leading Indicators, and may even help 
us explain why we have decided to spend a year plan ning the Evaluation 
Institute with implementati on held up unti l 1 998. 

Adam 
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Adam Gamoran, 03:48 PM 1 / 14 / 97 , I sent this to Karen, Gail, Al 

X-Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc . edu 
Date : Tue , 14 Jan 1997 15 : 48 : 4 5 - 0600 
To : Bi l l Robinson <74104.3335@Comp u s e r v e.COM>, GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu 
From : Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject : I sent this to Karen, Gai l , Alan 
Cc : gamoran 

Here i s a draft of the schedule for working on the Leading Indicators 
project . The only thing scheduled for sure is t h e discussion at the 
Professors Seminar. We are eager t o r ece i ve Bethamie's document. 

I woul d l ike to characterize this work as constituting our planning for a 
Center for Research and Eval ua t ion in J ewi sh Educa t ion . That way it is 
stil l consistent wi th the proposal to the Blau s t ein Foundat i on. Even so, i t 
goes beyond our exi s t ing work plan a nd we will need t o priori t i ze. 

Please advi se. 

Ada m 

JANUARY-FEBRUARY, 1 997 : 
-- Review out comes l is ted in strategic plan, and Bethamie Horowitz research 
(AG, EG, BR) 

-- Discuss concept of Leading Indicators , and varieties of possible 
i mpl ementati on, wi th p r o f e s s ors group . (AG, EG , GZD, BWHJ 

-- Cornmision one professor (Schneider?) to write a memo respondin g to the 
Leadi ng Indi cators i dea . 

MARCH , 1997 : 
Produce rough outline of leading indicators (AG, EG, BR) 

Consultation with a s mall group of broad-thinking social s c i ent ists, 
possibly in connection with AERA at the end of the month . Given a set of 
outcomes, how might they be measured, and how should they b e prioritized? 
(AG, EG, BR) 

APRI L, 1997: 
-- Revi sed outl ine for a proposal to specify and measure Leading Indicators 
(AG, EG, BR). 

MAY/JUNE, 1997: 
-- Consultation in Jerusalem wi th Annette Hoch stein, Seymour Fox, Mike 
I nbar, Steven M. Cohen, on the Leading Indica t ors outline. (AG, EGJ 

JUNE, 1997: 
-- Consultation with Jewi sh educat ional researchers at the annual meeting of 
the Network for Research on Jewish education, on t he Leadi ng Indicators 
outline (AG, EG, BR ) 

- - Discussion with CIJE staff of the Leading Indi cator s outl i n e (All ) 

JUNE-AUGUST, 1 997: 
Draft memo on measuring Leading Indicators. 

be assigned to AG/EG/BR or someone else . ) 

NOVEMBER, 1997 : 

(Not sure whether this will 

-- Invitational meeting with lay leaders on Leading Indicators (at the GA? ) . 
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DECEMBER, 1997: 
-- Consultation with top methodologists on detailed plans for measuring 
leading indlcators. (Assigned to whoever will be running the Leadlng 
Indicators project . ) 

-- Consultation with CIJE staff. (All) 
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GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Van, 09:48 AM 1 /28/97 , Professors 

Date: Tue, 28 Jan 1997 09 : 48 : 17 -0 600 (CST) 
From: GOLDRIEB@ctrvax . Vanderbilt . Edu 
Subject: Professors 
To : gamoran@ssc . wisc.edu 
X- Vms-To: in%"gamoran@ssc.wisc . edu " 

Any comments? I plan to hand this out, the list of 10 indicators, and 
the process " workplan". 

CIJE 

Leading Indicators Project 

CIJE has a v i sion o f what "success" will look like if the American 
Jewish Community is revitalized through Jewish Education. 
The vision includes 10 outcomes in the North American Jewish 
community . 

How can we measure the extent to which we are reaching this vision? 

The goal o f this pro ject is to operationalize leading indicators, 
or out comes of the process of change, and implement a program of 
research and evaluation so that progress toward the vision can be 
measured . 

Issues for discussion : 

1) Is this a wort hwhile endeavor? 

2) What is the feasibility of doing this type of work? 

3) What are d ifferent approaches that can be used? 
a) How can these ou tcomes be meausred? 

b) What methodolog ies should be used? 

c) What type(s) of research design(s ) can be used? 

4) How can we pri o ritize these indicators? 
Which are most likely to yield important information? 
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GOLDRIEB@ctrva.x.Van , 11 : 15 AM 1/14/97 , Re : Leading Indicators 

To : GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt . Edu 
From: Adam Gamoran <garnoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject : Re: Leading Indicators 
Cc: 
Bee : 
X-Attachments : 

Nope, I will not go to Israel in June . I could stay until May 27, but if we did it 
then you would miss the research network conference, assuming you stayed on into 
June . I will put May/June on the schedule, and if you can ' t go in May and I can ' t 
go in June, it will have to be one or the other of us. 

On the list/outline, how about if I call it outline (first draft) and outline 
(second draft)? or outline and revised outline? 

At 10 : 53 AM 1/14/97 -0600, you wrote : 
>I see the list as the result of our discussions with professors, our analysis 
>of stratigic plan, Bethamie's paper, etc. It is a working document to 
>begin the discussion at AERA, whereas the outline in April would include the 
>results of our discussions at AERA, and would included both the outcomes and 
>beginnings of the methods issues. 
> 
>Let ' s not get ahead of oursevles with the visit to Israel-- But, would you 
>consider going back to Israel after the network, sometime in June? 
>That could be a better option for me if I really need to go to the network. 
>Perhaps we should say MAY/JUNE Consultation in Israel, because May is terrible 
>for me , unless it is at the every end. 
> 
>The rest is fine, but I would add consultation with CIJE STAFF in there 
>somewhere perhaps after a first draft of the final memo/before meeting with 
>lay leaders. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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November 21, 1994 

WhatShouJd We be Studying? 
Researchers' Advice about Research and Jewish Continuity 

Dr. Bethamie Horowitz 
UJA-Federation 

I. Overview 

In mid-August, 1994 the Research Workgroup of the UJA Federation Jewish Continuity 
Commission sent out a letter to 33 leading academics and practitioners working in the 
Jewish community to ask their views about 

1. What is the most important question in the area of Jewish Continuity and/ or 
Jewish identity formation that research could realistically help answer? If 
you had $500,000 available for each of the next two or three years for the 
broad area of ''Jewish Identity Research," what projects/studies would you 
undertake? Please describe it (or them) briefly. 

2 How might the results of such a study or studies be helpful to 
policy-makers in general and those involved directly in the 
work of allocating money for Jewish continuity projects? 

3. Briefly describe the needed methodology (including size of 
sample and timetable) which you would suggesl 

4. Who do you think would be the most appropriate collaborators 
for the research you have described? 

5. How important do you think it is for the Jewish community to 
undertake a long-term longitudinal study of Jewish Continuity 
and/ or identity formation? 

The main purpose of the exercise was to begin to articulate a research agenda to bridge the 
th.inking of researchers and policy-makers. As of November 21st we have received 15 
responses to our query, and although there was no overwhelming consensus about the 
single issue the study of which wouJd solve all of our problems, the very thoughtful 
responses overlap significantly. 



IL The Responses 

The responses fell into two large groupings: 

A. Those which proposed that we need to know more about the phenomenon 
of being Jewish in America iUld about how American Jews understand 
their Jewishness. 

B. Those which advocated studying the types of interventions, settings or 
programs which have an impact (or claim to have an impact) on 
Jewishness of participants. 

These seemed to be the basic lenses that people chose, although these are not mutually 
exclusive categories. Indeed, the firs t may be a broader way of looking at the second. In 
fact, a number of respondents proposed both approaches -the first in relation to their own 
interests in the phenomenon, and the second addressed specifically to policy-makers and 
funders who are perceived to need a more targeted approach. 

In addition to these two large clusters, some respondents proposed that the object of study 
be the communities' efforts at addressing ''continuity" - whether in terms of taking an 
historical overview of conbinuity efforts in the Modern Period 0- Sarna), or examining the 
various approaches taken by different Federations in the past few years (L. Isaacs; 
Incidentally, J. Ukeles began this effort in a paper we distributed to the Workgroup last 
year.). 

Finally, one response suggested that in raising the question of a longitudinal study we 
should not overlook another sort of continuity question related to research capacity: Will 
there be Jewish researchers and research institutions in the Year 2000? Kosmin and Mayer 
recommend basing research in the university so as to train a next generation of Jewish 
sociaJ scientists (via fellowships, etc.). 

A. Study the Phenomenon of Being Jewish 

This approach begins with the observation that Jewishness in America is complex, diverse, 
dynamic, not a single construct, and advocates going out and learning more about a host of 
factors, beyond the by now ' traditional' battery of ritual observance questions routinely 
included in demographic studies of American Jewry. Taken together, this cluster of eight 
responses offers a picture of what we don't know about American Jewish identification and 
identity development, but ought to consider: 



1. Diversity of Jewishness . 
American Jewish identity is diverse and dynamic, influenced by time of hfe, 
time of year, time in history, place, etc. (Israel, Chazan. S.P. Cohen, Isaacs). 

2 Affective and motivational aspects of being Jewish 

We need to explore the broad range of feelings, beliefs, meanings and 
practices associated with diverse Jewish identities (S.P.Cohen, Israel, 
Chazan). 

3. Different paths lead to different Jewish outcomes 

We need to explore the paths that lead (or appear to lead) to different Jewish 
lifestyles (Chazan, S.P. Cohen, Mann). What is the role of intensive Jewish 
settings ("total environments") in fostering Jewishness (Wertheimer, Laufer)? 

4. Family as a crucial setting for identity development 

Be certain to look carefully at the family: 
.. as a locus of decision-making (Ukeles, Davidson, S.P.Cohen) 
.. as part of the dynamics affecting identity (S.P.Cohen, Wertheimer) 

B. Study the Settings or Types of Programs That Seem to Have an Impact 

Six respondents emphasized the lack of a systematic knowledge base (or the prevalence of 
untested assumptions) about the array of program settings or environments ll:hat are 
thought to have an impact on the Jewishness of people who experience them. Respondents 
mentioned synagogues, summer camps, youth groups, the university campus, retreats, 
outreach efforts and bips to Israel as worthy of investigation. 

1. Describe/evaluate the "Best Practices" of particular program types 

We should document the community's endeavors in various modes 
synagogues, camps, supplemental schools, etc.- in terms of successes 
(Laufer, Aron, Isaacs, Wertheimer) and failures (Bayme), with an eye 
towards identifying the salient features. What makes a program particularly 
effective (or ineffective)? 

2 Examine the impact of specific settings on participants/alumni 



We need to ascertain the impact that each experience/program has on the 
participants, either by following participants over tiime or by interviewing 
them retrospectively (Dorph, Bayme, S.M.Cohen, Israel, Isaacs, 
Kosmin/ Mayer). 

3. Motivations and Obstacles to Participating in Programs 

A better understanding of what leads people to join up as well as what 
inrubits their participation will assist us in broadening recruitment 
(S.M.Cohen, Laufer). 

C. A Longitudinal Study 

Eight of the fifteen respondents (S.P.Cohen, Isaacs, 1v1aM, Chazan, Israel, Davidson, Mayer 
& Kosmin, Bayme) said that longitudinal research was important, two said it was not worth 
doing (Dorph, Laufer), four did not address this question (Ukeles, Aron, S.M.Cohen, 
Wertheimer), and Sama favors it, but in terms of studying communal continuity efforts 
over time. Several people felt that the community lacks patience for th.is sort of longterm 
enterprise, but some suggested that it would be essential to get going with an initial 
baseline cross-sectional study with at least one round of follow-up. 

\query.nts 



Sarah, 01:37 PM 1/21/97 , Seminar in North Mia.mi Beach 

Date : 21 Jan 97 1 3 :37:38 EST 
From: Sarah <74043.423@CompuServ e . COM> 
To: Deborah Ba l l <dball@umich .edu>, Gail Dorph <73321 . 1217 @CompuServe . COM>, 

Bi l l Fi reston e <wil f i r e s @rc i . Ru t gers.EDU> , 
Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc . wisc.edu>, 
Ellen Goldring <gol drieb@ctrvax.vanderbil t . edu>, 
Alan Hoffmann <7332 1 .1220@CornpuServe . COM>, 
Barry Hol tz <73321 . 122 1 @Compuserve . COM>, 
Francine Jacobs <fjacobs@emerald . tufts.edu>, 
Sharon Nemser <snemser@ i bm . c l .msu.edu>, 
Barbara Neufeld <neufel ba@hugse l .harvard.edu>, 
Moti Bar Or <baror@netmedi a . net . il>, 
Danny Pekarsky <danpek@macc.wi sc.edu>, Anna Ri chert <annaer@aol.com>, 
Barbara Schneider <schnei dr@norcmai l .uchicago.edu>, 
Susan Stodol sky <sue@ci cero.spc. u chi cago . edu>, 
Ken Zeichner <zeichner@facstaff.wisc.edu> 

Subject : Seminar in North Miami Beach 

Hi. Just a few travel logistic s ... 
The RADISSON AVENTURA BEACH RESORT is located a t 19201 Collins Avenue, Miami, 
Fl. Thei r telephone is 305- 932- 2233; fax i s 305-937 - 4139 . 
The best way to get to the hotel from the Ft . Lauderdale airport is ei t her by 
taking the Grey Line Shuttle . It costs about $9/person. If there are more than 
one of you, then a cab might be better . The shuttle runs 24 hrs a day . 
>From the Miami airport there is the Super Shuttle which is a bout $1 4/person . 
Again , you can also take a cab. 
It takes about 20-30 minutes to get to the hotel from each ai rport. 
Please let me konw if you have any o t her questions , o r i f t here is anything e l se 
I can do to help out. 
I look forward to meet ing/seeing al l of you next week! 
s a rah 
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CDE Professors Seminar 
Leading Indicators Discussion 
2/2/97 

The session began with Adam and Ellen introducing the project. Ellen had prepared a handout 
that included a list of discussiop questions as well as the CDE "Draft Vision Outcomes" and the 
Leading Indicator project schedule. A preliminary discussion was encouraged to cJarify the issues 
that might be involved, followed by small group discussions led by Ellen and Adam, followed by a 
reporting and summary discussion. 

Preliminary Discussion 
The first question that came up was, "Is the purpose of this project to evaluate CIJE, or to 
examine the health of the Jewish community?" While the main purpose is the latter, discussion 
suggested the two purposes might not be mutually exclusive. If the indicators are widely 
discussed and valued, then that would be an impact ofCDE, in shaping the agenda. The project is 
not seen as one that uncovers causal relations, but rather as taking the pulse of North American 
Jewry. The group recognized that movement one way or another on indicators may have nothing 
to do with what any particular organization is doing. Furthermore, the CDE lay board does not 
see this project as a way to evaJuate whether CDE's funds are being spent well. 

Still, there are links between potentia1 indicators and CIJE' s efforts. Sue Stodolsky commented 
that assessments could be incorporated that are not the visions of outcomes, but are linked to 
outcomes in the long run. Some indicators could be more immediate, others could be longer 
term. In this way indicators could assess the sequence of change, and link the indicators to 
evaluation. 

Bill Firestone noted that this list of outcomes (the CIJE "Draft Vision Outcomes") is not the type 
of list that people nonnalJy use to study outcomes; it is softer and more value-oriented than would 
typically be used. We need to get from these outcomes to indicators, and how to do that is not 
obvious. 

At this point there was some discussion of whether it is worthwhile to take on the enterprise. The 
general sense was that more needs to be considered before the question of worth can be 
answered. 

Anna Richert suggested that a Leading Indicators study helps define what we care about, what 
matters in the world. Shar·on Nemser noted the following possible purposes for the project: 

-- engage people . . 
-- raise consciousness 
-- stimulate discussion 
- put forth a vision 

Sue Stodolsky wondered, what scale of effort would be required? What is the resource base 
already? Part of the project cou_)d be coordinating what is already going on. 

With this framework for discussion, we moved to small groups. 



Ellen's Small Group 

The group began by thinking about a systematic way to look at the task of considering leading 
indicators. The group focused on a discussion of 'causal maps' rather than a list of indicators. 
That is, we reviewed the list and there seemed to be two "types" of indicators. One type refers 
to process, inputs or 'opportunity to learn' indicators. These are processes or opportunities that 
would have to be in place, but they are not outcomes. The second type of indicator is the 
outcome. For example, leadership and renewal are processes that should lead to outcomes, such 
as centrality of learning. The discussion centered on the need to have a set of hypotheses, or 
causal maps about how processes and inputs are related to the outcomes. 

The group then discussed the difficulty of the task. There is not a body of knowledge or previous 
examples of how to measure the outcomes. There are numerous methodological issues that are 
suggested when using the term leading indicator, such as representation of the population. There 
would need to be both quantitative and qualitative methods used. 

Because of these difficulties, the group discussed the idea of beginning with a pilot approach in 
the 3 lead communities. The data would be coUected as community profiles on 'leading 
indicators'. The community profiles would be packaged in such a way so that communities could 
collect much of the data themselves. The data could include data from institutions (institutional 
profiles) , as well as data from the community, such as surveys of families, unaffiliated, etc. 
The initial data collected could focus on the opportunities to learn', the inputs and processes. 
While this data were being collected, groups of experts and clients' could be working 
simultaneously to develop measures to collect outcome data. Furthermore, the project should 
rely on existing data already available. 



Adam's Small Group 

Discussion began by asking what criteria one might use to prioritize the outcomes, if one wanted to develop Leading Indicators. The 
group identified four criteria: intrinsic merit, centrality to CUE, feasibility of gathering information, and uniqueness to CUE. We 
discovered that all the outcomes were high on intrinsic merit, so that criteria was not useful _for prioritizing. We spent most of our time 
going through the list and rating each outcome as high. medium, or low on each of the other criteria (see below). Participants felt that 
the Professors Group can offer helpful advice on this project. 

Intrinsic Centrality 
Merit to CUE 

1. Centrality of learning high high 

2. Jewish identity high low 

3. Moral passion higl!t low 

4 . Jewish values high high 

5. Pluralism high low 

6. Involvement/commitment high high 

7. Intensity/energy high ??? 

8. Relationship with Israel high low 

9. Leadership high high 

l O.Continuous renewal high high 

Feasibility 

medium 

medium 

medium/low 

low 

low 

high 

low 

high 

medium 

medium/low 

Uniqueness 
to CIJE Comments 

medium cognitive/experiential -- JESNA? 

low CJF survey ( connec to Judaism hard 

low 

high 

high 

low 

medium 

low 

medium 

high 

to assess) 
important to federations 

affective domain -- possible to meas 

what is the unit? 

cities have own data 

eg-JCC camps w/ no Jewish content 

can•t leave it out--coordinate info 

eg- $ for Jewish ed, #lay involved in 
continuity, #prof ed leaders 

the methodology of CIJE 



Summary Discussion 
Following a period of reporting out from the small groups. a summary discussion ensued: 

Adam: Thinking less about what we could collect, but what exactly could be collected ... use other 
work that is going on and coordinate with Synagogue 2000, Population data 

Fran: concerned about how other people would view our numbers and what does it mean to put 
the CIJE name on it? 

Bill: if start with opportunity to learn and then work with indicators and then work on a package, 
over time one would move out from 3 communities to others and have a methodology that could 
sell to other communities. Need a research staff to do this. 

The two small groups just focused on different aspects of leading indicators. 

Concerned about being inclusive. Many of these need the traditionaUy~defined affiliated 
communities. Need some way to "get out of the box" 

Talking about major investments for all of these indicators because of the instruments that need to 
be developed. 

Is this a worth while way to think about this? Or are there other ways? 

Is this what CUE should be assessing? This was a good way to frame what CUE shouJd be 
looking at within a larger agenda. But should CUE put more effort into evaluating COE and its 
programs first, before embarking on the LI project? 

Maybe what we need to look at is not what the successes are, but what the problems are. 
Indicators are important for a lot of things including telling us where we need to focus our 
energies. 

Need to look at "improving personnel" -- what does that mean? What would it look like? Do we 
need to make it look bigger, sexier? We don't really know what improving personnel means. 

We need to articulate what the projects are. Each project within organization would have to 
attend to these goals. How is the program designed to achieve these goals? This means that the 
notion of indicators is something different. 

Two types of efforts may be required for the Leading Indicators project: 
- pulling together information that is already available or being collected, influencing what 
data are being collected by others 
- collecting new data 

- this might be thought of in two dimensions: scope (national, community) 
method (quantit, qualit) 
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Adam Gamoran, 03:28 PM 2/15/97 , draft revised schedule for LI 

X-Sender: gamoran@ssc . wisc.edu 
Date: Sat, 15 Feb 1997 15:28:30 -0600 
To : GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbi l t.Edu, Bill Robinson <7 4104.3335@CompuServe.COM> 
From: Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject: draft revised schedule for LI project - - please comment 
Cc: gamoran 

JANUARY-FEBRUARY, 1997: 
-- Review outcomes listed in strategic plan, and Betham.ie Horowitz research 
(AG, EG, BR) 

-- Discuss concept of Leadi ng Indicators, and varieties of poss i ble 
implementation, with professors group. (AG, EG, GZD, BWH ) 

MARCH, 1 997: 
-- Consultation with a small group of social scientists in connection with 
AERA at the end of the month. Given a set of outcomes, how might they be 
measured, and how should they be prioritized? (AG, EG, BR ) Comm.ision on e 
participant (Barbara Schne i der?) t o writ e a memo r e sponding to the Leading 
Indicators idea. 

APRIL, 1997: 
-- Draft statement of PURPOSE a nd pos sibl e aternative MODELS fo r studyin g 
Leading Indicators. (AG, EG, BR) . 

MAY/JUNE, 1997 : 
- - Consultation in Jerusa l em with Annet te Hochste in , Seymour Fox, Mike 
I nbar, Steven M. Cohen, on model s for Le a d i n g Ind i ca t ors . (AG, EG ) 

JUNE, 1997: 
-- Consultation with Jewish educati onal researchers at the annual meeting of 
the Network for Research on Jewish education, on models for Leading 
Indicators (AG, EG, BR) 

-- Discussion with CIJE s taff of model s for Leading I ndicators (All ) 

JUNE-AUGUST, 1997 : 
-- Draft proposal for a s tudy of Leading Indicators, identifying a model a nd 
illustrating with examples o f possible ind i c ators. (Not sure whether t his 
will be assigned to AG/ EG/BR or someone else . ) 

-- Discussion of proposa l with CI JE s ta f f (All ) 

OCTOBER, 1997: 
- - Discussion of proposal with CIJE Steering Committee (All) 

NOVEMBER, 1997 : 
-- Invitational meeting with lay leaders on Leading Indicators (at the GA? ) . 

DECEMBER, 1997: 
- - Draft expanded proposal including PURPOSE, MODEL, and MEASURES to b e 
included in a study of Leading Indicators 

JANUARY, 1998: 
Discuss expanded proposal with professors group. 

Discuss expanded proposal with CIJE staff. 

MARCH, 1998: 
- - Consultation with top methodologists on detailed plans for measuring 
Leading Indicators. 

jPrinted for Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 1 



Adam Gamoran , 03:28 PM 2/15/97 , draft revised schedule for LI 

MAY, 1998 : 
- - Final proposal for studying Leading Indicators . Discuss with CIJE 
Steering Committee and Blaustein Foundation. 

Printed for Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 2 



.ANNETTE@vms . huji . ac , 01:58 AM 2 / 16/ 97 , of real. work , dates and holy v 

Date: sun, 16 Feb 97 1 : 58 +0200 
From: <ANNETTE@vrns . huji.ac . il> 
To: Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject : of real work, dates and holy visits 

Dear Adam, 

Just to confirm what I told Marla: 

* thanks for yor message - I am glad 
the matter witht he CIJE is now settled -
but want to make it unequivocally clear 
to you that no one 
here ever thought ill of the arrangement. 
It was one of those things that was simply 
not dealt and that gathered dust and 
had iner tia on its side. Done now 

* It looks like the May days will work well 
for me . So, if we could do two things: 
a ) consultation+ some setting up of monitoring+ evaluation 
for CAPE 
b ) consultation on MEF 
that would be great. 

Regarding monitoring and evaluation for CAPE - minimally we would 
have a consultation . Much rather we would have that+ you would 
spend some time looking around at what we are/do and help 
set up initial instruments and methods, so that our second year 
is properl y documented and whoever wili do the work is 
briefed and trained ( I have in mind a very talented and 
bright young d octoral students who works for us half time. He could 
probably do some f the work). 

Another though : perhaps you could act as a one person preliminary visiting 
committee (with Mike Inbar?alone?), interviewing people (staff, faculty, 
participants) and writing a visit-report that might give us guidance for year 
two? 

Other suggestions until we have a systematic formal process? 

Is a total of 3-4 days of work possible for you 
(maybe including some time you could spend in advance 

looking at our materials?). 

These are just initial thoughts - let me know what you think. 
I am really glad that you can come, and look forward to the 
opportunity of discussing CAPE and its evaluation with you. The place is 
very rewarding, with a diverse and high level population participating 
in programs - more people than we can serve, from different 
countries, in different l anguages; interesting and diverse 
content emer ging for the programs themselves, variations on our conceptions 
of leadership training etc. 

Let me have your thought when your time permits, 

shavua tov, 

annette 

IPr.inted for Adam Gamoran <gamo ran@ssc . wisc . edu> 1 
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GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Van, 10:08 AM 2/24/97, Re: Intro to LI discussion at 

Date : Mon, 24 Feb 1997 10:08:57 -0600 (CST) 
From : GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu 
Subject : Re: Intro to LI discussion at professors group 
To: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
X-Vms-To : IN%"gamoran@ssc .wisc . edu" 

I guess we'll talk on Tuesday, around 9:30? 

On the agenda: 

LI project and timeline 

Evaluation Guide 
;J .... 

Bill-Meeting in Chicago and his- work 
-l 

Surmner-Israel 

Anything else?? 

\J , 

,, 

Hank L . was in Israel, is back today, I'll e-mail him during the week. 
~ think we should go ahead and invite a few more people in the meantime. \ 

,{o r .,..,,. (}1~ 

e,1J) 

. 'I M 

Printed for Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
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ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION 

Issue Ideas 

Improving Evaluation Methodology - Evaluation manual 
- Leading indicators project 
- Case studies 

\ Partnership with JES A . i._ - Possible Joint venture 
of+fottJ - *\ ~ ;9"'·'1') .~ \<:>c.&_ s..'1fo.(,,) 
~q¼.co/vt 6 t cc;.,,\dal~Ge. c,l~,;,c-(Y ~y:1 ... ldlS - Sfl,iv•c.t;--e.CJ~ ,.,._Te.rtu/1-

6(),'l,l f,.,-i/ Staffing of the Institute trong advisory board 
a- ~ -, _ - Use of manual and cases 
R\)'tM ~ {. ~ . >l- upervision by Ellen and Adam 

-~sv,t ':, 
- • '"L "' Ct f-

\ ~ . 
I \. \\ ~ _,.,~ ~J 

'\\\\.... U.\Mll ~ / 11..(¢1 
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Bill Robin.son, 10:26 AM 2/26/97 , Re: ABRA 

To: Bill Robinson <74104 . 3335@CompuServe.COM> 
From: Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: AERA 
Cc: elleng 
Bee : 
X-Attachrnents: 

Bill, 

Please plan on joining us in Chicago during AERA. Ellen is staying at the Hyatt 
Regency Chicago and I am at the Chicago Sheraton, and there are a variety of other 
conference hotels. Let me know if you need any other information . 

We have the following activities in mind: 

Meeting of Adam and Bill for briefing on Leading Indicators, l.Q:30am Thursday 
Meeting on Leading Indicators, scheduled for 11:30-1:30 Thursday 
Meeting of Adam, Ellen, and Bill, 8:00-12 : 00 Friday 

Topics: -p . d . program data 
-TEI evaluation design 
-Papers for Research Network Conference 

Outside this schedule, you are welcome to plan any of the other Chicago meetings that 
you suggested. Ken has not responded to my e-mail you are welcome to try him. 

As you know, proposals for the Network conference are due March 15 . I suggest that 
you send me and El len a draft of your proposal for the gender paper by March 7. That 
will give us time to work on it together before you submit it. By AERA, I hope you 
wi ll have completed the preliminary quantitative analyses for the paper, so we can 
discuss them during our meeting. I would be happy to discuss issues of statistical 
modeling with you prior to that time. 

Adam 

At 09:19 AM 2/24/97 EST, you wroce: 
>Adam, 
> 
>Per Chicago: 
> 
>We should probably talk about: 
>- the p .d . program data: the binder, policy brief, and community reports (if any 
>-- see next e-mail) 
>- TEI evaluation design, especially case studies 
>- LI briefing (preferably before the scheduled meeting) 
> 
>If possible, I'd like to spend some time with Ken reviewing the interviews, as 
>long as he has at least read them. Depending on his response, I can contact him 
>to set this up . 
> 
>And, I'd like to meet with Linda Berkowitz or Peter Friedman at the Chicago 
>Federation .. . to see what they actually created from their survey data . Once I 
>know I'm going, I'll contact them. 
> 
>Bill 
> 
> 
> 

Printed for Adam Gamoran <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 1 
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*MEETING TRANSCRIPTIO 
*TRANSCRIBED BY KIM KANTOROWICZ, 3/27/97 

ELLEN: We're going to talk a little bit about why we wanted to assemble this group. And I'm 
going to discuss it very quickly. By way of background, some of you know that Adam and I, and 
Phil Robinson, with my employer, CUE, have been working have been working with CUE for the 
past few years. So I'm going to talk a little bit about what CIJE does so you have the context of 
what this is. CUE is the Council for Independent Jewish Education and its an outgrowth of the 
National Commission on Jewish Education, which in the 90's kind of was a broad based ational 
Commission to work at the crisis of Jewish continuity and Jewish education. A lot of the 
discussion around Jewish education and Jewish continuity was spurred by the ational Jewish 
population survey that indicated the high rate of inter-marriage and people thinking, data 
suggesting that there was better Jewish education than more Jewish education and problems with 
identity are less likely to intermarriage and our problems will be resolved. And, so, one of the 
recommendations of the commission was to create CUE and I'm going to quote, "Who's mission 
is io its project and research is to be a catalyst of systemic educational reform by working in 
partnership with Jewish communities and institutions to build a profession of Jewish education 
mobilizing communities to support the Jewish Education." Lofty goal. So it's basically a 
non-profit organization funded by private money to serve as a catalyst for reform in Jewish 
education. And, um, it's a very small staff that works around, four, kind of four domains. The 
main hypothesis of this group is that if you build a professional Jewish education on the one hand 
and you mobilize community support and you lay leadership on the other hand. You have a 
recipe that will reform Jewish education. So there's two main thrusts of the work. And then, 
around those two thrusts, are research and evaluation, which the three ofus are involved in, and 
widely around the table on the one hand and on the other hand is the thrust of what we call 
content and goal. The what is Jewish education going to be about, you know, what are teachers 
going to teach, and what communities are we going to mobilize? 

Man A: Content and goals? 

Man B: Goal. 

Ellen: Alright. And so in each one of those domains, building a profession, research and 
evaluation, goals and content, are different projects. You know, basically, pilot projects and we 
are partnering with three communities, which we call lead, which are Atlanta, Baltimore and 
Milwaukee. And I think at that point I'm really going to stop and not get into what we've done 
and how much we've done and I think some of those things will come across as we talk. If you 
have any like, basic burning questions. But that's kind of it in a nutshell. CUE bas headquarters in 
New York .... and we have an Executive Director [INAUDIBLE 039]. 

Mao C: [INAUDIBLE 040] 

Man C: So where are the headquarters? 



Ellen:: New York. 

Man C: Where is it? 

Ellen:: 15 E . 26th Street. 

Man C: O.k., so it's not the 42 East [INAUDIBLE 043] 

Ellen:: No, it's actually where the JTCA is but it's. It's totally independent one of the nice things. 

Male Presenter A: It's important to understand that it's totally independent because in, in a sense 
it's often as a [INAUDIBLE 045] would establish Jewish education. 

Man D: [INAUDIBLE 046] 

Male Presenter A: Yeah. It's often perceived, well, threat might be too strong, but it's perceived 
as, as, raising questions about the quality of. .. it is, exactly, raising questions about the quality of 
the organized Jewish community and its organized educational Jewish institutions. So, it, it's not 
at all part of the existing [INAUDIBLE 050) 

Lots of mumbling [INAUDIBLE 50-5 l ] 

Man E : I disagree, when you were in my office, but what connection wouJd CUE have any, is 
there an informal connection at all or no connection? 

Male Presenter C: There is absolutely no connection at all. There could be maybe consulting 
connection, advisory connection [INAUDIBLE] 

[RUMBLING FROM SEVERAL PEOPLE 54-55] 
Male Presenter A: To add to your question, it's very much, it's very much proposive. The CIJE 
wants to smash the working consensus which is a kind of, kind of. 

Ellen:: Business community, w e're o.k. 

Male F : And you associate that with CAGE? 

Male Presenter A: Actually, it hasn' t but---

[RUMBLING] 

Male Presenter A: And you can correct me ifl'm w rong but I think CAGE is part of the 
organized, consensus building. 
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Ellen: Perpetuating. 

Male G: Where do you get your funding? 

Ellen: It's totally private. [INAUDIBLE 63]. There's one major funding, a few, um, 

Male Presenter A: Cleveland [INAUDIBLE 65] is a major funder and there's also some other 
individual funders and some foundation. And so, we are in no way dependent on any allocations 
from organized Jewish communities. And I think that's very important. 

Male H : [INAUDIBLE 067] Run by local control groups? 

Male Presenter A: No, that's a good question. 

Ellen: Much, much. 

Male H: Does it have its' own American Board? 

Male presenter A; It used to be, but is not anymore. 

Male H : Ob, good. 

Male presenter A: Yeah. 

Male H : Cuz some of my best friends are interested in this. 

Male Presenter A: I know, I know. 

Male H : But rm still concerned. 

Ellen: We can talk about and I think some of that will actually come up in the direction that we're 
going but Alan Hoffman was the Executive Director for year ... [INAUDIBLE 72] New person, 
her name is Karen Bark. She will be comfortable by next year. [INAUDIBLE 74-80]. 

Male Presenter A: Lee1s referring to Seymor Fox, who's a professor at the University. Who was 
the visionary. 

Male G : Like all of my questions are [INAUDIBLE 85]. What is the vision, I mean, since he's the 
visionary? 

Ell1en: It's, I tried to articulate it before. It's to strengthen youth education, clear commitment to 
which there is two main ways in which to do that. One is having a very strong professional 
Jewish education. 
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Male: O.k., that's the vision, o .k. 

Ellen: And, and, strong community support through lay leadership and that lay leadership 
[INAUDIBLE 89-90]. And educated around [INAUDIBLE 90-100] 

Ellen: To lead to a thriving Jewish community. 

Male Presenter A: We have three introductory bits we want to do. Ellen bas just done the first 
one, the second one, which I'm going to do now, is to talk about the project that we're here to 
talk about and the third introductory bit is what we hope to get out of the meeting today. And 
then, we hope just to have a free for all. The document produced by the commission that Ellen 
mentioned is called a time to act and in many ways it was a strong document. It was a booklet 
published in 19-the end of 1990. And, it was a strong document in that it identified the problem 
clearly, in terms of the uh, weakness of infrastructure for Jewish Education and problematic 
outcome of Jewish education. And, it's uh, indicated a whole, a large range of possible approaches 
and we think there are two things that we need to focus on and those are the two that Allison 
mentioned. But what it didn't have was a list of the outcomes of Jewish education. What it did 
have was a clear list of goals towards which these reforms were driving. There was vague 
discussion about Jewish continuity and as Allison mentioned, findings of the population survey 
were clearly behind this, the rhetoric but there was no clear statement as to what the enterprise 
was actually driving for. And, when we were brought into the group, as research and evaluation, 
our task was difficult because there was no goals to be identified. Periodically, throughout our 
work at CUE the idea of indicators of progress in Jewish education has come up. Because there 
was no clear statement of goals, we had never gone anywhere with this idea of indicators. But, 
um, recently, CUE bas been under the new leadership that Alan mentioned and got to go through 
a strategic planning process in which a set of visions have been identified. This is a draft and it's 
not set in stone, but it's just kind of uh, if we're going to try to get somewhere, where is it that we 
are trying to get. And tliat's what's oo tbe second page of your handout. There's a draft vision for 
outcomes in the North American Jewish community. This is, essentially, an attempt to 
operationalize the idea of Jewish continuity. What would it mean to have Jewish continuity in 
North America? And, it's one thing to say, we want the Jewish population not to disappear. But 
beyond that, what does it mean? Is there anything about quality of Jewish life in North America 
to talk about? So, this is a. draft set of issue that are on the table and we've been given the 
assignment to try to figure out whether it's possible to develop indicators of the presence and 
quality of Jewish Life in North America, particularly around the educational system of Jewish life, 
but not limited, not restricted to that. Uh, so, is it possible, and would it be feasible to implement? 
And so, that's the leading indicators project. One more, one other kind of side aspect to this, as 
Ellen mentioned, CUE has been working with three communities-Atlanta, Baltimore and 
Milwaukee, and uh, then, focusing their pilot projects in these communities. And it's not clear 
whether we're talking about indicators in these communities, indicators in all North America, 
indicators in selected communities. So, we're kind of, all of this is on the table as far as the 
model-what the right place. CIJE's own efforts have been focused but in a limited number of 
locations. But that doesn't necessarily mean that information on indicators should come from 
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those. One could make an argument that it should, one could make an argument that it shouldn't. 
That's among the issues that we'd like to have on the table. 

Man G: ls this a modest effort or is this a, being a very ambitious? 

Male Presenter A: Yeah, that's a very good question. 

Female Presenter A: Those are some of the things we might hear from you and how to think 
about it. Do we think about it in three years, where we'd eventually like to be, you know. 

Male Presenter A: So on the table today is should this be a modest or should it be a enormously 
ambitious venture. I think we're open to, I think our assignment is to come up with what the 
possibilities are. 

Male G :[INAUDIBLE 149-1 53] There is a literature out there, you know that literature. It's not 
real strong, but there are some strong elements in recent thinking. 

Ellen: Can I just summarize our introductory and then I think we want to open it up. We have 
these three questions. How can we measure these or how do we know when we're professional? I 
think we need to realize that there's some real practical [INAUDIBLE 168] e ofit is that this is a, 
an organization and foundation with a lot of resources and the 170 and the professionals, really 
want to have groups, a feedback group, to know, again, three years from now, ten years from 
now. And people who are doing this are in for the real long haul. CUE will be around for 10, 20, 
probably 50 years. Probably forever. So it's not a matter of, ob, is this a good thing and we want 
an answer? But bow do we know where we are going and whether we are making a difference? 
So, it's real practical [INAUDIBLE 177] In that framework, we laid out some issues for 
discussion, just to help frame our discussion, and they might not even be the right questions. What 
we don't want to do is argue whether these are the good outcomes or not. Let's assume for a 
.minute that these are outcomes and that's a parallel process and people have been involved in that 
and there will be other discussions. Let's assume for a minute that CIJE says that we will be 
successful if there's a moral tasks in the Jewish community or let's assume that we're, um, very 
successful if there's a large talented group of professiooal community driving improvements, and 
innovation and all of that. Let's assume for a minute that those are the outcomes. The question is: 
then, how do we begin to think about measuring where we are and whether we are making 
progress towards them? So that's one question. The second question is should we be thinking of 
this almost like a leading economic indicator? Talcing the pulse of the Jewish community every 
some odd years, almost like the national goals um, whether we're going up or we're going down. 
In other words, should this type of thinking be devoid of any input output model. I mean, things 
may go up and it may have nothing to do with what CIJE is doing. 

Male Z: Should we be concerned with more of this outcome model or should we also be 
concerned with an input/output model? Those are some of the general questions that we want to 
get at. Um, there's other models, like, what are different ways of thinking about it. Clarify this for 
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me. Are we interested in evaluating the impact of CUE, wbjch would be extraordinarily difficult 
to do with indicators or are we interested in having a way of establishing along the way are in the 
Jewish community without worrying about whether it's CIJE's in fact, or project this, or --

Ellen: That's a good question that we'd like you to think about. Um, there's obviously, they are 
very different things and one of our jobs is going to be to have to make the pros and cons of those 
ways of thinking, the feasibility of either and then making a recommendation of what we think. 
Now usually, when we went into this, I think we were speaking about the latter. Anyway, the idea 
that we would do indicators and not necessarily attribute it ti CIJE. And like what we show, 
because actually, if CUE is successful, one of the ways, that they would be successful, is changing 
the ways a lot of institutions do their work . 

Male Z: Still another. ... 

Ellen: Exactly. And the words, the language that we use a Jot in our own staff, meaning, even the 
culture. So if the culture is not only received bu then changes, we will lose-it doesn't really matter 
for CUE or CAGE or [INAUDIBLE 218] or something else. And as the mission statement says, a 
lot of it is in partnership with other organizations. Other people are saying, you know, that's not 
the way to go. And you need to know, of more about input than output. 

MALE Z: Earlier question .. Do you have an inventory of all of the serious studies that are 
currently ongoing that Jock at either the impact or the consequences of various times at which, 
I'm thinking for example, the young mayor [INAUDIBLE 227] trying to see what the long term 
consequences are and what they can relate it to. And one thing you might want in a strategy is in 
addition to thinking about a self standing time of indicators project, do an inventory of all related 
projects that might be woven into some sort of mosaic that isn't perfect but it still covers--

[INAUDIBLE 231-3] 

MALE Z: Mayers might because he's got some powerful instruments and he's got a good design 
and he's got it for a more focus sample and he might decide, let's get permission from Mayer to 
rep.licate bis design in a few other places. 

MALED: OH. 

MALE Z : and make imprints or something. 

MALE D: Yeah, I hope you don't mind us asking questions at the beginning because this is, 
you know, obviously, if this is a out in advance, we would have gotten baseline data, before we 
could even get started and of course, things don't even work that way, you have to, but let's back 
up a little bit. Questions. There's a lot of stuff going on, on education and I worked at the 
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[INAUDIBLE 258-259] Why names were affiliated with Jewish education, diastrophous, before, 
don't seem to be affiliated with this. I mean, do they do bad work, are they irrelevant? Are there 
political rivalries? I don't understand. 

Ellen: Well, obviously, [INAUDIBLE 263) I think it's a matter of, as we all know, on the polite 
side I would say it's a matter of impact. So, if we use the word Ireland, it may not be a nice word. 

Man E : Use the word what? 

Ellen: Irrelevant. May be, you know, not such a great word. But, in all honesty, what, what, I 
know David really well, no one cares what , there's no impact, no connection? 

Man E: Isn't there more connection in South America? 

Ellen: Plus, I was going to say in Tel Aviv unit on Jewish education. 

Man E : Yeah. 

Ellen: But let me say one other thing. Besides the issue of quality, he has to w rite. There is a 
dirt, a no man's land. People who are thinking good theoretical, conception, is really not out there 
And the second thing is the field of Jewish education bas been totally isolated from the rest of the 
community in education in general. So I think the uniqueness of this group, why we are all sitting 
around the table. Many ofus for the first time. It's because in the past it's been, oh, woe is me. 
We have something, we have teachers that aren't afraid to change. We have, you know, people 
who are involuntarily, well, hey, guess what, you know the rest of the world has a lot of those 
same things when it comes to -

Man K: Saturday morning soccer, that's a tough one. 

Ellen: So, I think there's been a lot of those, those types of issues, and a way to bring some fresh 
people and some fresh thinking to the perspective. 

Man F: In terms of , are you going to be able to give us, what these communities are doing? What 
are the intervention? Have they just been designed? Are they in place now? Or have they started? 
Because you and I talked about two years ago ? They were, they were, bad validity either way. 

Male Presenter A: Pilot project? 

Man F: Presumably there are interventions that are going to have some interventions on the 
indicators. 

Male Presenter B : One of the interventions that we're doing now that's taking a lot of their time as 
well as my time is the teacher education institute. And, Gail Dorf and Sharon Nimfer and Barbara 
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B oU are involved in it. This is a project that is? 

Man F: Are they corning to this meeting? 

Male Presenter B : The whole idea of this is to work on the top with the educational directors and 
members of central agencies to reaUy get them to rethink the orientation to teacher education, 
what's involved. The way they think that teacher education should be about, familiar with 
Sharon's work ... 

Man F: Do we even know where Jewish teachers come from? 

Ellen: Yes. 

Male Presenter B: Yes 

Ellen: No, that's fine. And, and we will send you a packet of information. Two things we have 
done in terms of baseline data and what we know. We did a survey of aU the educators in the 
three communities that we were working. We did that in 

Male Presenter A: 92. 

Ellen: 92. So we have some data. And we also have qualitative interviews so we know, we know 
a lot about the way the--

Man F: Some of the educators don't even deal with where teachers are coming from--

Ellen: Right, and how they're trained and their perceptions of work environment. We have that 
for teachers and principals and a lot of that work now is published. But--

Man G: Let me ju st say something. If you're looking for indicators, a change in the community as 
a whole, you reaUy [INAUDIBLE 325-327] But if you're Looking at indicators of change, in the 
dimensions that directly connect to your vision. Those, those two parts of the vision, then you're 
dealing with something that's very practical and that you can do in the short run. So, for example, 
it will be very hard and very time consuming to study the effect the elementary Jewish Education, 
or I should say, training programs for elementary for Jewish educators on the community like with 
Jews, when they're grown up. But it would be relatively straightforward to study the 
[INAUDIBLE 331] on, the educational experiences of young children. That the students? 

Male Presenter A: This is an important issue for us. The people that we are working with and for, 
this is a hard concept to grasp. We have a, a fairly narrowly oriented evaluation of this teacher 
education institute that Bill described, which is getting at some of the more [INAUDIBLE 335] 
issues, but, questions are coming up, you know, does this really tell us that kids are going to have 
a better identity, a strong Jewish identity, marry a Jew, well, 
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[INTERRUPTION BY WAITER 335] 

Waiter: Are you ready ma'am? 

Ellen: Yes. 

Male Presenter A: So this is a major problem. 

Man G: Well, there are ways to deal with [INAUDIBLE 337] I mean, some people are more 
practiced at it and some people have more of a stomach for it. And, and, one develops casual. .. .I 
mean one I always use is studying your own whole life. Because it takes you whole life to get the 
data. And, and then, people, it's something that people can relate to. And so on. So the reason, if 
you're a demographer you might say, oh woe is us, we had to do these. But you might also say 
gee, isn't this terrific to a client? We were able to simulate a lifetime-without having to wait until 
ours was over. So different people, there are ways to hammer at it. But, I think that if you're 
really studying programs, you want to get some indicators of the program anyway, but you really 
want to bring a lot of the indicators close to the program. This is, this is really your daily work. 

Man: [INAUDIBLE 368-372] Do we want to get data two or three years prior to the 
intervention? 

ManF: Sure. 

Male Presenter B: But anyway. 

Ellen: Well, let's do this line of thought for a few minutes and recount some of the conversations 
we've had. Um, in tbe teacher-education institute, one of the main thrusts ofIJE, is [INAUDIBLE 
379] Why don't you describe how often? 

Man I: they are required to attend six seminars of that forty five day week. 

Man P: Over a period of? 

Man I : Two years. Running from morning till evening. And they're also assignment in between. 

Man P: Who are they? 

Man L: They are either, well, it started out, well, the first cohort was predominantly potential 
agency staff in consulting these sorts of community based organizations. 

Man P: And not just--

Ellen: Europe Jewish education. 
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Man I: Europe. 

Man J: In the three week community or? 

Ellen: Others. 

[INAUDIBLE MUMBLING 339] 

Man J: Not just metro city. 

Ellen: Correct. Right. 

Man I: And each one might be a little different. As well as education directors of supplementary 
schools. Congregational afternoons. The tecbnicaJ word of it out in terms of cities. And also much 
more educational directness. People that have informal day to day contact with teachers. 

Man F: So the orientation is not towards teacher education per sense, it's professional 
development for teachers wbo are already out there. 

Male Presenter A: Correct. 

Man I: Because there really is no teacher education community. 

Man Z: That is really an important point. I mean, one of the things that I find appalling is that a lot 
of these teachers aren't trained as teachers. 

Ellen: That's correct. 

Man Z: And so, no matter how wonderful their motivation is and how informed they might be 
about the religious matters and so on and so forth, they are just unfit. 

Ellen: And on the institutional--

Man I: There's a lot of college professors, I mean. 

Man Z: Technology is much less important in most college subjects. But in elementary, in the 
elementary levels, the technology of education is much more important. 

Ellen: Y eab, it's even more significant--On the institutional landscape, just in terms of where CIJE 
is in terms oflandscape, there are institutions of [INAUDIBLE 347] fault. Those are the 
institutions that [INAUDIBLE 348]. It's very interesting, I would say, that CUE has been 
unsuccessful in cracking open that door. I mean, those, I'm generalizing, but some of those 
institutions certainly really have not been interested in partnering. Their faculty in any way, have 
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any sense ofrenewal, self learning. They are also very [INAUDIBLE 351]. It's a job and they are 
very um, you know, kind of like a normal college. 

Man P : In all fairness Ellen, I think when you set up CIJE, stands quite accurately describing. 

Ellen: Right, you alienate. I just pointed it out because one of the things obviously that we were 
toying with is the implementation. You know, why don't we have, conversations with the people 
that are doing pre-service training. So that they themselves can incorporate different practices in 
their own teaching. 

Man P : One of the reasons that I asked is that I just agreed to chair the new board for the school 
of education for JTS, they've gotten a fifteen million endowment, and in fact, there are some 
people there who are not accurately characterizing. 

Ellen: Uh-huh. I wouldn't know about ITS. 

Man P : I know. But what I'm saying is that we might have to think more differentially. And, 

Man M : [INAUDIBLE 444] Against all odds. 

Ellen: Right: 

Man M : You know, they [INAUDIBLE 446-447]. They're the rebellious group. 

Man P: If you focus only at the bureau and school level. You may be able to do an evaluation of 
CIJE in the three communities. But there will not be any correspondent generalization in effect. 
Or a policy change. 

Ellen: I, I, this is how I want to set the So, w hen we were evaluating PEI, and when we say, and 
when we talk, and say, at the end of the evaluation, [INAUDIBLE 458-459]. Are they thinking 
about their or So then they say, well, is this going to make a difference? If they try to make, you 
know, kids being more Jewish. So that's where we end up, you know, kids being farther removed 
from the specific programs that were implemented 

Woman A: I'm still a little bit confused. So I think I need a little bit more clarification. Greg, you 
started off by saying you have to have 30 years to do this more general study, 

Greg: I wasn't suggesting that. I was explaining why it wasn't. Suggesting that. 

Woman A: But then, when you talk about the issue, about these programs which are very distinct 
in these three communities which really are not generalizable with the Jewish population as a 
whole, and then, if you put on top of that, this focus really exclusively on issues of teacher 
preparation and teacher education, you then were even become even more focused and we end 
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up, it Looks to me, not with an indicator project, but with an evaluation of a teacher education 
programs and teacher training of those three sites. So, what are we doing here. Are we suppose to 
be looking at indicators are we suppose to be designing an evaluation of teacher education for 
those three sites? Because, my thinking, coming to this meeting, was not that, I can easily adjust. 
But it certainly wasn't at that level. 

Greg: L I don't mean to suggest playing out the indicators part. I think the indicators part is very 
important although rm not sure exactly how it fits with the [INAUDIBLE 475] programs, this 
organization. I think the indicators part is, is very good and so, as far as I can tell, the only 
indicator that's in wide use now, from the state of the Jewish community is the inter-marriage rate. 
And, it's reaUy only an outflow measure. Because of, there's no, I've never seen a count of 
conversions. 

Man 0 : It' s there. 

Ellen: And guess what? 

Greg: But it's not used. But, you know, I think, I think, you do want to get indicators. I mean, 
I've published some work on church membership over the life cycle. I, I have no real interest in 
church membership. But, you really can't get data of the kind that is necessary on synagogue 
membership. And this was within LS 72. And, uh, you just, you j ust couldn't. 

Man 0 : Well i.sn't there an intermediate position, where you would say, we're interested in 
indicators but we want to get indicators that are closer to the theory of change that are 
represented . So you would get indicator information but more about teachers than and, and about 
late participation. And less about peoples identities. 

Man Q: See, I see really two levels and both are we're talking about. But one is to say that we 
don't care what the interventions are. There are certain kinds of goals that we have, and, there are 
certain ways of measuring these. I, I have a little problem with that because I've found that later 
that's an abstract view and what happens is that when you start to get into what you're really 
trying to do, you get a better sense of what you're goals are. For example, I would argue, rm, I'm 
interested in, that, I don't know , 8% of Jewish educatjon is getting kids emotionally involved in 
what they're doing and engaged as opposed to cognitive. You know, people don't agree with that 
necessarily, but I mean, that's a perspective, o.k. And that's largely missing or that's negative out 
there. There's plenty out there. 

Man 0: The good news is there's--

Man Q : But the point is that as you start to go through. As you start to say, now what 
connections does that have with goals? I mean, to a large degree, to a large degree, is also ethnic. 
It's not a cognitive, not strictly a cognitive. It's a lot of feeling, a lot of attachment, a lot of 
[INAUDIBLE 553] We talked about all of those things. So a teaching working on both of those 
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you get an enriched perspective in context with setting out indicators of Jewish community, being, 
welfare, whatever, and then, saying, oo matter what the interventions are, these are the goals. 
Even how you measure [INAUDIBLE 553] So that in that we can agree on the over-ultimate, is 
how you measure. Let me just give one that is very controversial and boy, is certainly going 
against the world wide trend of Judaism and that the one on Pluralism. 

Man N: What ? 

Man Q: Pluralism. 

Mao 0 : I mean, I'm living in New York now, I was ? a month ago, I read the newspapers, even 
what that means, it's very, very abstract, and it's seems to me that's a kind of thing that we really 
do want to connect with. What does that mean at a level of Jewish education as opposed to who 
are the [INAUDIBLE 560] in some abstract sense. The two levels have formed each other. That's 
why, that. What are the goals in the intervention? Because the goals in the intervention can't be 
that? It's got to be very concrete. What are you trying to do. And so, I would hope that there is ? 
The other-

Man Q: How find the middle ground or the linkages between the goals of the interventions which 
are certainly much more focused on this list. And this list, is there a way at getting at those 
linkages, well, I think one way would be to flesh out, just examples of activities that are being 
undertaken that address those things. So we have some sense of what you really mean. I mean, I 
find this pluralism thing, what you really get agreement in the so-calJed whatever the Jewish 
community is, that, [INAUDIBLE 581] is desirable. Or are you talking about liberal who's, who, 

Ellen: Let's take the other [INAUDIBLE 583] following what Marvin was saying. Because, or, 
try to play out. Let's assume for a minute that CUE does really want really leacting economic 
indicators. Like they just want to be able to report to the Jews that there is a Jewish community 
that (INAUDIBLE 584] people. Right. And realizing that we can't do anything about how or why 
we got there. And that is, everyone else, just like a Jewish population study, [INAUDIBLE 585] 
the conversation and now, you know, there are many more. Maybe, the goal is, the point is 
actually to, to get the information out there. 

Man L: Kind of a Jewish Farmington study. 

Ellen: Right. And that our job is to you know, every three years, say, you know, [INAUDIBLE 
587] You know, and CIJE's major impact may not be the programs that they are doing, although, 
they are doing, although that they are doing, but the major impact may be that they be able to 
keep the information flowing, the conversation going, and simultaneously have their theory of 
change, w ill have their local evaluation, and their real specific goals. 

Mao R: That's helpful but please, don't [INAUDIBLE 590] leading indicators, because leading 
economic indicators have absolutely nothing to do with the state's welfare of the economy or the 
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nation. They are indicators which tell us down the pipe, with some [INAUDIBLE 587] what is 
Likely to happen in past experience. That is, all they are is based on historical patterns. 

Man L: Well, why wouldn't that, why wouldn't that ? I mean, ifwe have data on, ifwe 
find out that teachers are increasingly having a strong Judaism background, then that's an 
indicator that suggests that if our theory is right, at least, over time, then our kids will get an 
enriched Jewish experience. 

Man R: Right, but that's a different way oflooking at this, then the goals, when you--what I'm 
saying, when the terminology leaving. 

Greg: Don't say "leading." 

Ellen: What's a better term? 

Greg: Just say indicator. 

Ellen: O.k. 

Greg: I mean, there are lagging indicators to tell you how you were. 

Man L: Oh, I see, leading means literally leading. Oh, I didn't realize that. 

Man R : Yeah, the whole economic indicator thing is very complicated. 

Man L: I thought leading meant important indicators. It means leading as in--

Man R : It means literally leading as .ifwe suddenly say for example, new orders for durables is 
dropping now, the expectation is within three or four months we're going to see a tremendous 
decline in national income, employment, you know, that just, 

Man U: What about raising interest rate? 

Man Z: So we could say major indicators but not leading indicators. I bad no idea. 

Man R: I should also mention, you get into the economic if you use that term. When I was a 
graduate student 3 5 years ago, someone bad scrolled on a mint wool economics department, data. 
The only problem so it seems is that no one quite knows what they mean. Let me suggest two 
kinds of indicators. One is a sort of indicator that would, where you are looking at the total 
population. That, rates of inter-marriage and what nave you. Umm, there's another kind of 
indicator, where, I'm thinking about the centrality of Jewish knowledge, Jewish learning, where 
you might have a theory, that says, that every generation needs a certain core, of people who have 
a certain level of Jewish learning. That makes it possible for Jewish learning per say, to develop 
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and continue growing over time. Provide intellectual leadership for the community. It was not 
something where you would expect everyone to be a junior minority. But where you get very 
worried if the proportion of the community that takes Jewish studies courses in higher education 
that majors or minors in Jewish studies. Indicators like that, that would, perhaps be a uh, a way 
of monitoring the seriousness with which the community is in fact developing an intellectual base 
for the future. It strikes me those are somewhat different. 

Man R : Can you give an example of what that kind of [INAUDIBLE 590] might be? 

Man L: Well, the one that I just gave. I have a growing, I have a sense, that one of the interesting 
things to monitor, that you could look back on in the last ten years, and look ahead on is the 
growth of Jewish studies programs and investments in Jewish studies programs. We had a group 
of Stanford students at my house sponsored by [INAUDIBLE 594] and a number of them were 
drawn back into the Jewish community, by the availability of Jewish studies courses. 

Woman B: So this is an institutional level? 

Man R: No, I don't think. 

Woman B: When you said two kinds, one is total population. And what's the other kind? 

Man L: The, there is, no, what I mean is, one is a -

Man R : sounds like you're talking about psychic and behavioral. And I think we're, we're uh, we're 
coming from this corner of the table as uh, as aggregate an individual. And so, where you talk 
about organizations, so, synagogue well being and so on and so forth. 

Greg: : I think that there's a nesting here. Because on the one band, there's as question of uh, what 
kinds of changes are going on in the, what we would call the education literature, the opportunity 
to learn. Where you define the opportunity to learn, as the availability of courses and programs of 
Jewish studies. Of majors and minors. Across more and more undergraduate institutions. And 
then, there's the question to what extent is the opportunity in fact-wet~ there's the opportunity 
question-very few students may in fact---

[END OF SIDE A; l'v1EETJNG CONTINUES ON SIDE B] 

[The tape has an incredible amount of static and the voices are significantly softer and difficult to 
hear on this side. There are also a lot of dishes clanking] 

Greg: You're likely to get missing data out of people who have low, low, values. For example, 
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you think about going to college students or anyone who has abandoned his or her religion and 
ask the questions about the police. They are likely to feel uncomfortable when you ask them the 
questions or else be contentious of them. Even if you frame them in the wrong way, I, I recently, 
u. Uh, had to find a physician who said that he had uh, Lutheran general hospital here. And so we 
bad to submit to a questionnaire you know, on health attitude, behaviors, and one of the --a series 
of questions had to do with our personal relationship to uh, God. And, you know, it was, uh, I 
mean, my--

Man AA: That was the questionnaire that Lutheran Genera] did? 

Greg: Yeah. And uh, my daughters didn't know what to make of these things. You know, they 
didn't ring a bell at all. And I think, it's very hard, to, to get, I mean, it would probably take a 
slcilled interviewer to gather data on this. When you're talking about zillion of books. 

Man AA: I don't see what resources you have to draw on when you finish_ up with the HMO. 

Greg: Right, but o.k. or not even the HMO. But what I think is that you can make a huge 
improvement with a much more modest product. I mean, suppose it's a left out the intra-psychic 
stuff for a while and you went simply to behavior and institutions. You might be able to make a 
huge amount of progress and that might be very useful. There's some value in starting the 
problem. Forgive me, I had the right direction. 

Man BB: Uh, this sort of stuff might be abJe to start the conversation up, and I don't think we 
have much information on Jewish uh, service, you know, except that it's too high on the high 
holidays and it's too Low, you know, in the summertime. 

W om.an AA: Wait, I want to talk a little bit about losing this psychic, attitudinal process 
information. Because, if all we end with is, is some, even at a very basic indicator level. You still 
look like the condition is--any other kind of very, simplistic kind of statistics and I think that 
reaUy, with the same modest kind of effort, you can certainly come up with some sort of 
perceptual, attitudinal process jn contextual ways of thinking about some of these indicators so 
that they are not just going to look at um, attendance, because to me, synagogue attendance 
becomes very problematic if you don1t look at it within tbe context of the communities in which 
the synagogues are welcome. So, I mean, you know, when we start to talk about these, today, we 
don't think in terms of just synagogue attendance as like a major variable because it only makes 
sense in the context of the communities in which its situated with the kinds of people that you're 
sampling and want to find out information about. So that it's just not a single kind of variable that 
we, you know, that we want to look at and come to itself. Which is why, I'd like to come back to 
this issue UID-i about, what is it we're really trying to do here. Is it, is it really to get these 
indicators about that-correspond to ways to measure th.ese things on a piece of paper or um, are 
we thinking about something else then. I'm, I'm still unsure. 

Ellen: We don't know the answer to that I think we started naively, thinking that since the CIJE is 
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going through the process of planning so that they can better focus their activities. See, what was 
happening was that [INAUDIBLE 791] were having really a hard time figuring out you know, 
what are you doing, what are you saying, [INAUDIBLE 793] at a later time. WE needed, you 
know, to have our own boundaries 

Man BB: You know, [INAUDIBLE 794-796] 

Man CC: Begins to interrupt--I'm sorry, I'll wait. 

Man BB: One of our colleagues at Stanford is an economist. He's very involved in the Jewish 
communities and uh, he looks as an economist the more qualitative questions like, quality of life. 

Ellen: What is his name? 

Man BB: Victor Fuchs. F-U-C-H.S He's a former dir ector oftlhe National [INAUDIBLE 
801-802] and I'd say very involved in the Jewish commu nity. A little less now than it was. Um, 
but he does the kind of work that gets at some of these qualitative notions but are still, uh, large 
scale uh, several kinds of measures. And uh, so you know, 806-807 Stay an extra couple of days 
and visit with Victor. 

Greg: Tb.at makes me think. You know, Carmilla [INAUDIBLE 808] work, I know, she has 
some stuff. 

Man BB: Who's she? 

Greg: She's an economist at t he University of Illinois at Chicago. UIC, and her husband is a also 
an economist at UIC who's done work on immigrants and so on . But, in any case, so uh, she, has 
looked at the, the costs of religious behavior, And uh, her argument is that uh, being Jewish is 
very expensive. That, time, and the fact of, and sbe explains that, she argues that the wealthy 
fought to reform Judaism because the economists work more, and to reform Judaism takes a lots 
of time. And she tries to explain the differences in keeping cocere among nations. But it' s the 
amount o( the extent and disruption, the paper hasn't been pub!ished yet. 

Man BB: [INAUDIBLE 822] 

Greg: It's hard to be deiicient. Effectively, and efficiently, no. I don't know. 

CC: But there are a lot of different-but that would lead to a set of questions about time, and 
alternative, the opportunity costs of the time. I mean, alternative uses of time. 

Man DD: [INAUDIBLE 828-832] 

Greg: I'll let that one go by but it's an interesting book related to history [INAUDIBLE 833-835] 
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but in any case, uh, I mean, that would lead to a set of questions that were about, that, you know, 
were about, these sorts of things. And uh, it might lead to a set of recommendations for 
organizations that would really be quite a bit different from other, what you might get to in other 
ways. For example, you know, one of the things I noticed. I go to a Jot of different services. A 
loit of different kinds of services and you know, there's no, the [INAUDIBLE 842] are considered 
the slow pokes of the orthodox world, right? Well, maybe you don't know that. The lowest 
Lobotich servant. 

Man DD: [INAUDIBLE 845-848] 

Greg: But uh, they're faster than any conservative. 

Man BB: That's usually a measure of how many prayers per unit of time. 

Greg: No, no, time. The total time. Yeah, time in, time out. I mean, yeah, these are interesting 
questions. Here's a framework for beginning to ask questions about 

Presenter A: [INAUDIBLE 853-858] 

Woman DD: But I'm liking this line of questioning much better. 

Man BB: I th.ink the strategy bas got to be indicated as [INAUDIBLE 861] first, and then, only 
then. The other way around. Because without baseline data, it looks at other communities, you 
don't have no way of looking at things like-uh, what was the, the, uh, investment being done in 
Atlanta when in fact, things are going informally in Charlotte with nearly as much impact as 
you ' re getting in Atlanta. In fact, with some other interesting things nobody ever thought ? 

EU.en: [INAUDIBLE 866-869]. What would you measure, the program? Would you measure 
individuals to see if they are really going 

Man BB: No, no, I don't think I would start with individuals. Initially I wouldn't start with 
individuals. I wo uld ask about, the proliferation of the program and I would look at the 
participation. 

Ellen: Right, right. 

Man BB: And IO would look at participation and things like that, both formally and informally. 
For example, if the continues to grow dramatically um, uh, 

Ellen: Right, those are institutional data. 

Man BB: Those are institutional data and I think that's--
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Ellen: You're not getting the value. 

Man X: Well, I though some value despite course selection, by levels of participation, uh, you can 
get data on whether people are repeat participants, or whether there's one shot. I mean, 
Lehrbouse itself gathers a lot of data on this. Here again, what kinds of data are already being 
gathered for other purposes that we might be able to--

Man U: Let me tell you that's a really tough thing to measure. I've got a project now, looking at 
the reciprocal effects of value and behavior. You know, the classical Jewish model of values is 
that they follow from behavior. And, and the classical Christian model is that the other direction. 
You know, there's empirical evidence that favors both and ..... 

[INAUDIBLE MUMBLING 888-893] 

Man X : Let's say, you're a, a person from Mckinsey, you'll probably--

Man U: Does she want to keep it simple or does she want to know everything? 

[INAUDIBLE 895-7] 

Woman FF: How hard do you think it would be to put together a message design? 
Whereby, you looked at certain kinds of institutions and then you looked at the individuals within 
those institutions. Because it seems to me like if you did, if you did some sort of a sample by 
institutional type, then, you know, work within that institutional type towards individuals, at least 
you'd get, not only the indicator at the institutional level but you'd be able to do something within 
the 

Man X: No getting anything on the people who are [899 INAUDIBLE] 

Woman FF: That's, that's the problem. So could you, could you, how would you move, a 
non-participant outside? 

Man X: It's very hard to get. As a [INAUDIBLE 90 l] you can sample people from the phone 
book and you get about 30%. 31, 32 percent. You know. But it's, it;'s [INAUDIBLE 902] with 
Jews, you can call people up and say, you know, "Hello, you're Jewish?" Which is what the 
national Jewish population. The [INAUDIBLE 911-913]. But it begins to get very expensive in 
that way if you do that. And, often you miss the very people that you want most to get. I, children 
are easier to sample in theory, but then you have you know, there's confidentiality involved. It's 
all very tough. Um, so you know, a big factor here js how much money you have. And, that's, 
yeah, it's bow much money you have, and if you don't have much money, I mean, look, the 
Christian denominations have a terrible time getting accurate data on church members. D o you 
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know, about any of these battles that are going on among these people? I mean, [INAUDIBLE 
922-925]. He can tell you about some oftbese incredible battles about who's cooking the data you 
know, these, these, uh, fraudulent clergyman you know, well I do know with ASR a few years 
ago that showed that people just overstate the amount of their church attendance because they 
went to validate .it by going to the churches and people weren't there. And that was the study that 
showed that church and that, actually, higher in the U.S. than in Europe. It just reported high. 

[INAUDIBLE MUMBLING BACK AND FORTH 931-937] 

Ellen: What about if you sampled individuals within the institution and you ask those individuals 
within those institutions, do you know anybody who's not affiliated? I mean, like if you did some 
sort of snowballing technique within the individuals whereby you said you know anybody 
unaffiliated or somebody who was born Jewish and bad been practicing. 

Man R: It's just expensive. I mean, there's a body of literature on those sorts of things. Cleo 
Goodman, many years ago, did some really outstanding work on that and you can draw valid 
samples and so on, although there's, but you can do it. But, it's expensive because it means having 
a person contact another person and say, tell me this and tell me and it's just, you know, very 
expensive. 

Ellen: [INAUDIBLE 950-955]. I mean, what, what, what do we really need? 

Woman: Well, I'm having a terrible time with all of this because I never can think about outcomes. 
independently because, I can't. I know, I can't. I know, I just, I can't. So, to me, I like to know 
what it is I want to--

Man J: What questions? 

Woman F: Right. And so, what are the leading questions that I really want to get at because if I 
don't know the leading questions, then, communities make more sense, then, institutions, 
organizations. 

Man; Well, this list gives you an example of the questions. 

Woman F: So, my sense is that --

Man BB: What is the level of [INAUDIBLE 963] 

Woman F: How do you see themselves? 

Ellen: So, maybe the best way is to, I don't know, this would just be a guess. Um, I suppose I 
would look, and I'm not a sampler. My sense is that I would look at the proportion of what we 
know about we know about the Jewish population and bow it's situated proportionately. So that 
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to me would probably be my first set. Secondly, after that would be, is um, I, within that I'm not 
sure if it makes sense to go to, synagogues, temples, variations and that to go to different kinds of 
Jewish schools, supplemental schools, because I'm n.ot clear, about where that should be. Where 
the emphasis should be, so that, that's a discussion that I would-that I wouJd hope there would be 
more of and then within that set, probably take, to me, I would rather do families than individuals, 
and so, I would think more about it-something that would be more family so that you would be 
looking at variation in family. And then, I probably would do something in that sect to look at the 
people that are unaffiliated. That's just, a very, very, broad level. 

[INAUDIBLE 982-983] 

Woman F: Right. That 's exactly, because I would nest, that's what I mean by that nest design, 
those institutions, those regions--

[INAUDIBLE 985] 

Woman F: Well, no, the region would be based on communities and popu lations that would be, 
you know, high proportion of Jews, not high proportion of Jews, not high proportion of Jews. 
That, that kind of thing. 

Questions: [INAUDIBLE 989-010] 

Man BB: Let me give you just an idea and I'll throw it out and if you don't like it, that's fine. I've 
got a lot of bad ideas. And the idea is tb:is. Look, secret Jews are not what we are interested in 
producing. So, what goes on is, so then, we wish to measure, characteristics of affiliated Jews 
and of those Jews who are unaffiliated we can assume, let's say, we might have a model which 
relates to opportunities to join, maybe not learn, to this. So we expect Jews to take care of 
.... they have a higher probability of not being affiliated with Jews say, in Chicago. Yeah, low 
income, Illinois. 

[INAUDIBLE 29]. 

Man BB: Tben it becomes simpler to get a ho ld of people because w e can get a hold of their 
organization and that ties into their desire to study the organizations themselves and we can, we 
can, get indicators of the state, of the affiliated Jewish population. And then, that leads us with 
the side problem, of measuring the size of the unaffiliated population. But that's a separate 
problem, in a sense. 

Man BB: [INAUDIBLE 035] 

Ellen: The only problem with that one of the goals it to have some validity between those roo ts. 
Then, we wouldn't know. 
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Mao BB: You study it in djfferent pieces. That's really all I'm saying. You study it-you break the 
problem into pieces. You study it in pieces. What I really don't have a sense of is really bow 
much money is available. Usually philanthropists say I want to pay for a study aod then they find 
out research costs and, you know, my experience is usually that I haven't made comments like 
since I was about eleven. 

Mao D: [INAUDIBLE 048] We don't know the answer. But, I can give you some rough 
parameters. First of all, uh, I've never presented a really good idea and bad them say no. I've 
presented some bad ideas to which they've said no, but the good ideas they say yes to. 

Ellen: [INAUDIBLE 052] 

Man: Right. Second of all, the organization as a whole, including contributions from Mr. Mandel 
and the others in the neighborhood of[INAUDIBLE 055). So, if we're talking 100,000 here and 
200,000 here, like if this were something good that people had faith in, I think it would be doable. 
But, we're not talking a million dollars here, two million dollars 

Mao. P : No, you wouldn't want to do that. IfI had a million bucks a year to spend, you know, I 
would spend it on something different. You know, I'm not looking-I don't think I'll ever make any 
money on--

Man BB: O.k., so that gives me some sense. I'm pulling this out of my hat but, but not without 
any, it's not totally arbitrary. 

Mao P : I would put something else on the table which we touched on but aot--

Ellen: If it's doable and they'll plan it? 

Man BB: Oh yeah, I mean, the organizational stuff, I think that's really quite doable. 

Woman J: At two hundred thousand? 

Man BB: Well, you have to do it in a different way. Marty loves to tell the story about the time he 
got funding from a Jewish organization for a study. And when he was told he got the funding, he 
said, "Wow, that's great," but where's the check. And the guy told him that he uh, that the news, 
well, there really isn't a check. Let's put this on our list of things and let's put this on om list of 
things and then as our donations come in to this, then, we'll send you the check. Alright, so. and 
you know, and, he said well, you know, he wasn't very optimistic at first but low and behold the 
money did come in and he actually did do the study, you know. 

Man P: It's kind of like Abraham sacrificing I saac and a Ram appears in the bushes, you know. 

Mao BB: No, the Ram was there all the time and be finally looked up. 
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Ellen: This is, this is-

Man BB: But I mean, there are ways to do things and there are other ways. One of the ways that 
you, have this data on organizations, is to motivate organizations to provide the data for you. So 
that part, can become, tbey tend to be, they tend to be hopelessly incompetent, at the mechanics 
of gathering information. So, you had to make a kit for them. You had to find out how they 
organized their synagogue books, I mean, is there a computer program that they tend to use, or, 
something else, I don't know. But, but there are ways to get a lot of it, probably on the cheap. 
And then you have to be very careful about the expenses part. 

Woman J: O.k., but this is, because I've had this conversation with Jonie Bright, who like to say 
that he's going around, he's done these studies of Chicago at practically no expense. But if you 
look at the amount of time that he's put in and not charged for bis dollars. If you look at the 
amount of time that he has his staff put in, at no expense, and charged to nothing else. If you take 
the amount of time that tbese schools are agreeing to participate at which they put in their time at 
no expense. That's very different than turning around and saying I have this high response rate, 
look at the few costs, at which it's not. So, if you're going to say, we're going to have this brain 
trust of people that come together, design the study for free. If, in fact , these people are the same 
people that are going to say that they're institutions are going to put their stuff on the line for 
free? If those--so, I mean, sure, $200,000, but, 

Man BB: You're absolutely right. But if your going to pay for it though, [INAUDIBLE 109]. 
0 .k, the problem is, I mean, the most expensive part of the work and the critical part is writing it 
up. And only the best, I mean, you, I mean, the people, you know the people that write well are 
very few in number. You know, anyone who's ever, every uh, refereed for a journal, you know. 
It's uh, 

Ellen: Well, I don't think we should, should [INAUDIBLE 119-120] We have to make the best 
recommendation ofwbat makes the most sense. And then, make it really [INAUDIBLE 120] of 
what it would cost. And they might, you know, say, this is, we can forget it or we only really want 
to do, [INAUDIBLE 122-124]. 

Man BB: I've just been appalled. When you have an o rdinary kid, then, you know, the world sort 
of goes by in an ordinary way. But if you bad the kid, [INAUDIBLE 127-128] learning, physical 
disabilities, perceptual problems, then you really get to see in clear relief: quality of teaching. 

Ellen: [INAUDIBLE 130] 

BB: You're reading my mouth, you get to see in clear relief what the quality of teaching. I mean, 
to say that it would make me weak doesn't describe. 

Man Q: That's about Jewish teaching? 
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Man BB: Jewish teaching, yeah. It's appalling. I mean, the ignorance is spectacular. You know, 
to find someone who's merely not very good, at teaching is really, you know, it's a red letter day. 
And, tell me your experiences with [INAUDIBLE 140] 

Ellen: I'd like to say, a lot of it is. 

[INAUDIBLE 142-146] 

Man Q: Its certainly better than anything else. The uh, the issue, that I wanted to put on the table 
which is, that you touched on actually, is bow much of this can be done by relying on information 
that has already been gathered? Maybe everything put together and coordinated and maybe have 
a quality problem. But, how much is already out there and to what extent is it possible to pull 
together? I was quizzing Bill about this morning, because he knows the Atlanta situation well, 
and he tells me there's data on number of kids, there's data, there's data on population 
characteristics, there's data on um, central allocations for Jewish education. So, uh, a lot of the 
participation types, of information, already out there, are community by community basis. And, it 
might be possible that when you pull that together, to coordinate it, integrate it-

Ellen: And then there was Barbara's idea of trying to hook in the national education that are being 
done, 

Man Q: Like school staff survey [INAUDP3LE 163-168] 

Woman H: Well, I went back and I did some more checking on Nell. There are, uh, there are four 
hundred identified Jewish kids in the Nell sample. There are six hundred in each. That kids that 
identify themselves as Jewish and religious. Um, which, you know, if you take, you know, you're 
looking at 17,000 kids, so that is approximately what you are getting. The school's and staffing 
relies heavily on the Soloman and Checter school and that's they're representative. I've been 
actually, following through on some of these things that I talked to you about because I was kind 
of curious to find out where they're getting their people and where they are getting their 
information from. And I found out that someone from the Soloman and Checter school asks as a 
representative to the school and staffing survey. So that it's very possible in school and staffing is 
going to be redone, very soon. And, um, I sent the information to Gail Derck, and I picked it up 
at this, I had, and I bad asked David Baker and Baker said he thinks you could probably, you 
know, generate some information then. 

Man P: Did I understand correctly that there was one wave of school staffing survey where they 
got all of the J ewisb day schools in it? 

WomanH: No. 

Man: Or, o.k. , that was just when they were just identifying the universal schools. 
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Woman H : Right, that's correct. That is definitely the case. 

Ellen: But still, []NAUDIBLE 191-192] 

Woman H : But I don't think it's, but let's be very clear about what we're saying, we're saying it's a 
sample of the sector school. It's not every school that's in the community in the United States. 

Man P : O.k., [INAUDIBLE 195] 

Woman D : Could be. Could very well be. Um, but the growth, at least from what I understand 
and I may be entirely incorrect, is, is in the day, pre-school programs. 

Man P : The day pre-school programs? 

Woman D: Yeah. 

Man P : [INAUDIBLE 201]. 

Woman H . No, that this is really where there's tremendous growth. 

Man D: Will that be represented in the early childhood program? 

Woman P: Well, right now, that study's on hold. 

Man: [INAUDIBLE 203] 

Woman D : Yeah, that's my understanding. So, um, I'm not sure what the status of that is. 

Man P : O.k. 

Woman D : So, I really don't know, I really don't know that study. But, it seems to me that what 
you could do, you know, as [INAUDIBLE 205] suggested, you know, there are these things out 
there of conceptual work. One thing that might make some sense is to do some, you know, just 
even smal~ scale kinds of efforts w hich look at what kind of informati.on is availabJe at the 
community level. And just like, asking like someone, if you wanted to do some sort of 
representative look at the United States, which is a big community that we would call. Who 
would you call. 

Man P: That's one of the questions that I'd like feedback on. How would we go about, I mean, 
what does that mean, say, represent, community of the United States that are representative dues. 
What does that mean? We can identify w hich have the most Jews, but that leaves out a lot of the 
Jews who are not in the same city. That's one of my problems with community based survey. In 
fact, the CUE even focused on large cities and is therefore leaving out, you know, 
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[INAUDIBLE 227-31]-discussion amongst hard to hear with all of them talking. 

Man P : In fact, when CUE started they said, o.k., we're not going to work with Los Angeles, 
Chicago, or Milwaukee, too big. And we're not going to work with anybody that has less than 
15,000 Jews. Too small. I mean, I think there were 20 some cities, in between. So what about 
this idea of getting community level 

Man F: (INAUDIBLE 238-246] 

Ellen: [INAUDIBLE 247] 

Man.: [INAUDIBLE 248-250] Some are very complicated, for example, New York, has probably 
152. It's just a large area of Jews. And others., they often have .... 

Man R: Are we talking about primarily about people wbo, administrative agencies, who identify 
cultural, who actually provide data about the characteristics of individuals in those communities. I 
think, I 'm a lot more confident about the former than the latter. Simply, by virtue of the lack of 
innovation in the adult community. You see that even with the state department of education and 
the public school system, trying to create authority about working up--in ways that make it 
virtually impossible to understand the phenomenon you're interested in. Yeah, so, I guess I'm 
worried about relying on administrative [INAUDIBLE 280] that have that much variability in, in 

Man BB: I wonder if, I wonder if, it's very nice to have Jewish communities, it's very nice to have 
these other things and there's a certain part of life you know, a community of life, and, and 
essential part, but, but maybe you could measure all the things you need to measure by just 
looking at the most visible organizations, and those are synagogues. 

Man 0 : Let me answer that. 

Man BB: It was a question, not an answer. 

Man 0 : Yeah, you know, addjng to the questions, just brainstorming. He, he makes me feel 
uncomfortable is, there is, there's a lcind of set of interventions going on. There's some of them 
clearly identified, some of them not. And even when you've identified, that is, try to trace that 
through, to what's going to happen to kids and families. It's, it's not an easy intervention to 
understand. I mean, you only think of experimental treatments. Now we several things. Major 
indicators. And I guess the way I wouJd go about it, my gut, you know, said, I would want to 
take your intervention and trace them to a few institutions within the community and then try to 
see jf we have some kinds of indicators that we can use just for the people who are affected by the 
intervention. 

Woman L: 300. 
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Man 0 : Yeah, because I think you have to do this in order to grow. And what you need to do, is 
you need to build up your understanding before you set up, something like this--even if it's not in 
stone and you want it to be in stone so you can measure changes over time. But if you don't 
understand the phenomenon very well, what do you mean by implementation. I mean, you told 
me the first part of the intention but real implementation is what's going to happen. Are these 
people hired are they influencing the kind of people they are hiring? What happened in the homes. 
Cuz a lot of it's got a connection to changes and things like that . There's a whole model out there, 
you know, that you could possibly put together and I would like to see, in these, these sites, doing 
that and then starting to make connections with these things so we can talk about them perhaps, 
in world passion, Jewish identity, Jewish values and are major things more? Perhaps, and more 
psychologically situation than to get these major indicators. But I think if you build something 
from there. I feel really uncomfortable, trying to get something into one time series to see how 
things are going to change that we don't fully understand in terms of what we are trying to do and 
what we're trying to get at. So what possibilities I think about, as you go back to [INAUDIBLE 
330] Just brainstorm. I'm trying to elaborate or just to [INAUDIBLE 332] fun. To start, to say 
look, we're starting to develop an interesting framework, that bas both macro and micro elements, 
o .k., we also know the quality of differentials that we're doing really are much harder to the 
community and there are other things that influence what happens to and the lack of or presence 
of Jewish identity stuff. In the media, everything from video games to, to television such as 
[INAUDIBLE 342] For al1 we know, those things may have a larger effect on kids than a lot of 
the things that welre actually working on. So, the frontier is to let's construct a longer term 
strategy to understand this. And, the first thing you need to know is we are doing intervention 
[INAUDIBLE 346-349]. Now let's try to place that into a system that might effect some of the 
things that we think are important. And now let's start to put some concrete items here. At least 
to face them. And that we can at least posit some kind of psychological construct. And, let's try 
to build up form there to save time [INAUDIBLE 355]. Without compensating that point of 
major indicators [INAUDIBLE 368-369]. So a lot of these things, I thick we need to gather 
information on learning and measurement issues, to , you know, 

Man: Can we work in both directjons at the same time? 

Man: Probably. 

Woman: This is a great idea , but there1s a much better chance of getting rich, meaningful 
indicators. The problem is though, it's some year's off. there's not only the work of evaluating pros 
which are go.ing around now, but there's a whole, thinking about it, reflecting about it, 

[INAUDIBLE 371 -384] Too fast, hard to understand, everyone speaking at once. 

[TAPE GOES WEIRD HERE, ALL VOICES BECOME IDGH PITCHED] 

[INAUDIBLE 384-410] 
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[END OF MEETING] 
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